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Citizens Urged To Help Beautify Community During Clean-Up Program Next Week
Final plans for the big CleanUp, Paint-Up, Fix-Up Week activities were made at an executive
meeting of the committee held at
the Chamber of Commerce Building last Friday night. The campaign is aimed at improving the
residential and business areas of
the Twin-Cities.
To kick off the week, there will
be a parade through the downtown area. There are more than
twenty-five entries in the parade
which will take place this Saturday afternoon at 2:00 p m. Charles Gregory is the parade marshall. There will be no prizes and

no entry fees.
On Sunday there will be Church
Cooperation Day. All of the ministers of the twin-cities will deliver sermons with the theme,
"Cleanliness Is Next To Godliness". Reverend J. L. Leggett is in
charge of the events on this day.
Monday will be Safety and Fire
Prevention Day, with Dr. J. L.
Jones serving as chairman of the
committee for this day. All residents of Fulton and South Fulton
are asked to cooperate by cleaning their basements and attics
and checking for defective wiring, chimneys, heating equipment

Girls Softball May Be Added To
Summer Schedule; Funds Asked

and other fire hazards.
Paint-Up and Clean-Up Day
will be held on Tuesday with Nathan Wade in charge of the day's
activities. All citizens are urged
•

•

•

Inspection April 24
Mrs Robert Rudolph, Chairman
of the Health and Sanitation committee for the annual Clean-Up.
Paint-Up campaign here announced today that the Committee has
arranged an inspection of all public rest rooms service stations, bus
handle food, and the schools.
The inspection will be handled
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side of their homes and to clean
up their yards, sidewalks, alleys
and garages.
Wednesday has been set aside
as Pick-Up Day with Paul Boyd as
chairman of the events. On this
day, pick-up trucks will go
around the twin-cities picking up
any rubbish and debris that is put
out for them.
Crepe Myrtle and Planting Day
will be observed on Thursday and
Mrs. W. S. Atkins will be in
charge of the activities. All of the
Ida Mae
• • •
crepe myrtle on the highway approaches to town will be pruned
to start paint jobs inside and out- and cleared. It is hoped that

by a team of more. than 18 registered sanitarian' from Hickman,
Carlisle, Ballard. Calloway, McCraoken, Marshall, Graves, Trigg.
Felton and Onion Counties At
noon on that day the City of Fulton will be hoot to a luncheon
for the group.
Resides Mrs Rudolph, the committee Includes lam, Baryy, John
l'arroway, fir. Rob Peterson,
Charles Sinfard, kir, Gene Hatfield, Mrs. Masi Lee and Mrs.

crepe myrtles will be available
for residential planting at that
time. Downtown planters in the
business districts will be planted
and cleaned. It is also hoped that
many more merchants will add
the planters to the front of their
business establishments.
Friday, April 28, will be Industrial Day with Frank LeMaster serving as chairman. Open
house will be held by Southern
Bell Telephone Company and
guided tours will bi. made through
the plant. Also holding open house
will be the City National Bank,
Fulton City Hall and South Ful-
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'Bottoms Home
Burns To Ground

"Miss Jaycee" To Be Crowned Here
Friday Night; 53 Vie For Title

Two Dead, Three Hurt In Auto
Smashup At Hiway 307Intersection

Loans Offend New
Medical Undoes

Marine Recruiter
Seeks Contacts

Veneklasen Named
Lions Club Prexp

Nollingsvorth Joins
Roper Television

Scates Returns From
Louisville Conference

HOSPITAL NEWS

Jo's Full Of Rest Notes An d An Island In The Sun

Bc
5c
9c
5c
/c
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The Board of Directors of Boy's umpires; we'd like to see a big
Baseball of the Twin Cities has mann', tootin' ..cheering section at
mapped an ambitious program of every ball game; we'd like to see
Number 16
expansion for the corning year oui boys' and girls' learn sports- Volume Thirty
Fulten, Fulton County, Kentucky, Thursday April 20, 1961
here, to include a new girl's soft- manstup, teamwork and fairplar
we'd like to see our "little guys"
ball program as well.
Some 900 letters appealing for look forward to becoming particisupport and funds were sent to pants in the program; and we'd
local parents this week Said the like to see our "bigger guys" have
• twinge of regret that they're too
letter, in part;
"We ask your whole-hearted old the the program; we'd like to
time, however, it became a much
(Karen Dublin)
support to the program which we see everyone—kids, grownups, and
For several weeks now, the more skilled craft They began to
for the past year have called the in-betweens--build memories of American public has been plagued tire of the regalia method and
Twin Cities "Boys Basketball the summer of 1961. "Won't you by a fad that is going around became interested in hitting the
Breeden, LeRoy
Fifty-thre of Fulton and South June. The winner will also be Puckett, Dale
Program" We have hopes of ex- please help us build?"
among college, high school and nearest nose at ten paces. Then
activities during Sawyer and Dr. Dan Crocker are
panding that program • bit this
grade school students. People have came the art of hitting the center Fultons loveliest lasses will be Queen of all the
Fair in August. in charge of the revue.
year, but whether or not we can
learned to keep • sharp eye out light bulb of the second light in seeking the "Miss Jaycee" crown the coming County
Admission will be 75c for adults
There will be five out-of-town
expand, depends on your generosiat all times and dodge any small the study hall ceiling without Friday night in a beauty revue
children. Curtain time
sponsored by the local Jaycees. judges to select the winners from and 25c for
ty.
object that seems to be coming even chipping the glass.
7.45 p. m.
is
Harold
girls.
of
lovely group
"We'd like to see the start of a
straight at them from all direcWhen several boys attained the The top three winners of the event, this
The following girls arid their
which will be held in the South Henderson of the Fulton Bank will
Girls' Softball program this year
tions. They have learned also to
Continued on Page sour
the entries in the
The winners in the Clean-UP, keep well down in their seats at
Fulton Gym, will represent the serve as master of ceremonies. sponsors are
with girls from 10-14 years of age
Reed
twin-cities at the National Jaycee Mrs. James Needham is the revue contest: Charlotte Clark,
In active participation. To start Paint-Up, Fix-Up Poster Contest the movie houses and ball-garnes.
Campbell, City NaCathy
Bros.;
Ralph
of
convention in Atlanta, Georgia in director. A committee
that program the initial expenee were announced Saturday. First
Yet, up until about a week ago,
tional Bank; Chan Covington,
will be quite Pugh, but if everyone place prizes in the three divisions the people of Fulton have gone
Taylor Chevrolet - Buick; Joy Fly,
helps financially it can and will were won by the following: Jim- sedately on with their daily tasks
S. P. Moore Upholstery; Darlene
my Wright, Fulton High, in the without a care in the world. Then
be done.
Fall and Fall; Susan AlliBennett,
"We'd like to see more Dads high school
division. Charles suddenly it hit. The yo-yo came to
Furniture; Joyce
son, Wade
(land Moms, too, if we can get a Stunson, Rosenwald, in the 7th town!!
An early-morning fire in MisOwens, Fulton Bank.
girls' program going) participate and 8th grade division; Christina
It started creeping in among the sionary bottoms completely gutted
Sandra Stephenson, Puckett's
actively as managers. cos, McKinney, South Fulton, in the younger set. One by one they a large 1%-story house occupied
The car driven by Trevathan Service Station; Delores Myers,
5th and 6th grade division.
trekked into the local dime stores, by Governor Haley and his family
Two Fulton residents are slightand Fay Flower Shop: Brenda
Mac
hit
and
Other winners were, in high bought those little round objects Tuesday morning.
ly improved in the Fuller-Morgan apparently ran a stop sign
Somerville car in the left side. Brock-well, Cruce Grocery; Mabel
school, Ernie Stunson and James and began testing their skill by
The Fulton Fire Department re- Hospital in Mayfield, after being the
two-car ac- Mrs. Somerville was killed in- Oldham, Leader Store; Jane
Robert Avent, both of Rosenwald; aiming at the floor and firing.
ported that by the time they ar- seriously injured in a
Gungl, Coca-Cola Bottling Co.;
hi the 7th and 8th grades, Dorothy
When the Fulton and South rived on the scene the fire was cident which killed two Mayfield stantly and her husband died
Ann Bowers, Hornbeak Funeral
The Woman's Auxiliary to the Minor and J 0. Ogler. both of Fulton High school boys began to "well underway". and they were residents. The accidents occurred Sunday night at Fuller-Morgan
Borne; Darlene Roberts, Charlie
Fulton-Hickman County Medical Rosenwald: in the 5th and flth try their luck at the new pas- unable to save any of the house or on Highway 307 at the Highway Hospital.
The Trevathan couple and an- Scates: Janice Walker, Jones Auto
Society is again offering to quali- grades, Paula McMinn of South
its furnishings. The Negro family 80 intersection about 9:15 Sunday
Shop;
injured other passenger in their car, Bob- Parts; Judy Bimle, Dotty
fied applicants two loans in the Fulton and Lady Rose Craddock
managed to escape from the build- morning. Also slightly
Trevathan of Union City, re- Betty Stephens, Fulton Plaza
by
child.
City
Union
a
was
amount of 1150.00 a year for two of Carr Elementary.
ing without harm
injuries and were Court; Scarlet Vetter, Irby's FashThe winning posters will be disyears. The loans are given to
Hobart Surnmerville, Mayfield ceived various
The fire was attributed to •
Fuller-Morgan Hospital. ion Shop,
students entering nursing school played in downtown store winresident, and his wife, Mrs. Alice taken to
defective flue.
Also in the contest are: Myra
Monday.
dows during Clean-Up Week
or any field allied to medicine
Honeycutt Somerville, were en- Bobby was dismissed
completely de- Goodwin, A. C. Butts and Sons;
were
cars
Both
and
Kentucky,
These loans are offered on a
Berkley,
to
route
Kerry Overby, City Drug Cl.;
Set. Lynn Garner, Marine Reterrific impact.
competitive basis as determined
were traveling west on Kentucky molished by the
Finance;
cniiter for this area is interested
In another accident in the area, Martha DeMyer, Friendly
by high school record, information
Fultan couple,
The
80.
Highway
in contacting the parents of Manear Nancy Latta, Piggly Wiggly: Linda
on applicants, and acceptance in
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Trevathan of a four-car pileup occurred
StaMenees
and
Trees
Pittman,
area.
this
rines from
the Dairy Creme on West State!
approved nursing isesheail or colHollingsworth, Radio 415 Park Avenue, were traveling
Graham
Donald
"As the Marine Corps repreLine about 2:10 p. m. on Saturday tion; Judy Maynard,
lege.
Election of Officers was the sentive" of this area, I feel that I and TV technician, is now asso- north on Highway 307.
Wick
afternoon. William A. Watson, a Furniture; Linda Alexander,
Applicants should contact Mrs main order of business at the
Duke's Auto
am the logical link between Ma- ciated with the service and repair
Singer Sewing machine employee Smith; Anna Hardy,
R. Ward Hushart, Fulton - tele- weekly meeting of the Fulton
in
Television
Roper
of
National
department
Cantrell,
Lee
Parts;
around
stationed
rines who are
of Mayfield, received a sprained
phone number 636
Lion's Club held last Friday at the globe and their parents, rela- Fulton. according to an announceback in the accident. Neely Rog- Store; Elaine Beggs, Harvey Caldthe Park Terrace Glenn Venetives and friends. In keeping with ment by the firm this week
l'PPER THREE PERCENT
ers, a passenger in his car, was well Co.
klaaen, officer manager at Ferry- the adage. 'The Marine Corps
Fulton
a
is
28,
Hollingsworth,
Janice Hodges, Bennett Electric
Three senior lima at Fulton Morse Seed Co.,
treated at Fulton Hospital for minwas selected to Looks After Its Own" I look for- resident who has had eight years
and Furniture; Katie Brown,
Carney. Bobby succeed F. A.
High—Tommy
Bobby Scates, manager of the or injuries and dismissed.
Homra as president ward to frequent contacts with experience in Radio and TV work.
Susan Hogg, B. and
Ferry-Morse;
No one else was injured alHancock and Mike Walker—have of the organization.
Charlie Scates Store and the
parents of local Marines, said Sgt. He presently holds a second-class Scates Recapping Service plant in though all of the cars were dam- J. Boat Shop; Ann Samples, Jet
been placed in the upper three
Other officers are Jim White, Garner.
commercial license.
Lanes; Kelly Reams, Atkins Inper cent in the American College first vice president. James
Fulton, has returned from a 3- aged.
WarSgt. Garner ii in the ulton Pest
Testing program. All three scored ren, second vice
In still another accident over surance; Janice Kelly, Cannon
day conference in Louisville conpresident; Joe Office every Friday from 1200 - May lit Final Date For
Toon, Dewey
97 or better in the test given re- Treas, third vice
ducted annually by the Central the weekend, Mrs. Rudell Bolin, Agency; Sandra
president: Geo- 2 P. M. or write Marine Corps ReWool Incentive Payment States Retreaders Association.
wife of Robert Lee Bolin, was Johnson Insurance; Rose McIncently at Murray.
rge Allbritten, secretary - treetyre, Whitnel Funeral Home; BarStation. Post Office
minting
Scates was among the 750 at- painfully injured when a tire on bara Graves, Kasnow's; Sharrye
surer Dr. Shelton Owens is the
May 1st is the final date for filBuilding, Paducah, Kentucky.
conference last Sun- her car blew out and tiir car skidTail-Twister and Charles Reams
ing 1960 Marketing year Shorn tending the
Johnson, Park Terrace Restaurant;
is the Lion Tamer
day, Monday and Tuesday; firms ded into a ditch on Highway 51 Lydia Wright, Highland Lumber
The new
Demonstrate Pecan Graft Wool and Unshorn Lambs Appli- from
between Fulton and Clinton. Mrs.
and
York
New
to
Florida
Board of Directors is composed of
cations for Government Incentive
Co.; Brenda Roberts, D-X Sunray
Carolinas to Missouri Bolin was enroute home to ClinGrady Varden, Jim Huffine, Dr. In Fulton April 26th
"TILTON HOSPITAL
Payment, according to Roy Bard, from the
Oil; Beverly Parchman, South
were in attendance, learning new ton when the accident occurred.
County
Fulton
the
of
Mrs. Mace McDade. Thurman Tom Lane and Rev. W. O.
Chairman
Field
Armstrong,
Side Drug.
Mr. W. D.
and better ways to improve pro- She was taken to the ClintonEvans, Artie Robey, Mrs Raymond Beard.
Rounding out the list of candiAgent in Horticulture from the ASC Committee.
equipment in the tire Hickman County Hospital where
The program was given by Rex
Producers will make applica- ducts and
Pewitt and Mrs. Mike Fry all of
University of Kentucky Princeton
she was treated for a back injury dates are: Patricia Roney. Merryindustry.
retreading
Grabill,
secretary
the
treasurer
of
ASC
Fulton; Mlle Earl Meadows and
man and Fry Appliances; Sheri
Sub-Experiment Station, will be in tions at the Fulton County
and severe bruises and cuts.
Opened in September 1958, the
Mrs. Alzo Hicks both of Fulton Ferry Morse Seed Co., who spoke Fulton County for a pecan graft- Office with headquarters at HickElliott, Pure Milk; Wanda Batts,
plant in Fulton
Retreading
Scates
take
should
They
Kentucky.
man,
Route 1; Mrs'. Lonie Anderson, on "Communications".
Parks
the
at
Bottling Co.; Lynn
Pepsi-Cola
demonstration
ing
P-TA MlEE'TING
steadily to its present
Will McDade, Louis Burke and
Television;
McKittrick, Roper
Weaks home on highway 51 at with them original copies of bills has grown
WRTFNIT CLINIC
hold
will
P-TA
Fulton
West
The
using
day
a
tires
51
of
capacity
the
made during
Mrs Irby Holder all of Fulton
Joan Fuller, P. T. Jones and Son;
The Fulton City School system the edge of Fulton, next Wednes- of sale for sales
school
the
of
meeting
emfinal
its
It
molds.
assorted-size
18
its
bewhich
Year,
Fulton
Mailteting
Dedinen.
1960
Route 3; L D
Annie Green. Htkldlestons; Dewill sponsor a writing clinic for day. April 28th at 10 P. M.
in this service and year Thursday afternoon at 3:00 lores Davidson, Parker's StandRoute 2; Mrs. Serena Elliott and the teachers of the system. The
Farmers and home owners from gan April 1, 1960, and ended ployees four
in the Carr Junior High LiMrs. Edward Yates both of Water clinic will begin on April 24 and West Kentucky and West Tennes- March 31, 1961 Producers should serves an area of West Kentucky p. m.
ard Station; Judy Copeland, Evans
the coming
Valley; Mrs. Lyndall Hicks, Water last through April 26. Mrs. Hick- see are invited to attend and learn also be prepared to report un- and Tennessee extending from brary. Officers for
Drug; Pamela Hamra, Clarice
Valley Route I; Mrs. Joe Cram man Baldree of Frankfort will how to graft improved varieties on shorn lambs purchased which Barlow to Murray and south to year will be installed. The nursery Shun: June Latham. Colp Wholewill be open.
Humboldt.
sales.
these
in
included
were
Linda Thorpe, Henry I.
and baby. Water Valley, Route conduct the meetings.
sale;
native pecan trees.
Siegel.
2: J. J. Cruce, Cayce; George
Jackson and Mrs. Will Carter both
of Clinton; Joelena Powell and NOTEBOOK FROM FLORIDA:
"SLAVE AUCTION" SATURDAY
Sandra Starr both of Dukedom;
Mrs. Arlie Batts, Ginitchneld, A.
A "slave auction" will be heldRobert
Wynn,
Hickman:
G.
on the bandstand, Saturday mornShanklin, Dresden; Mrs. Durrell
ing at 8:00. The "slaves" are the
know, is the spring training camp urious residences of some full- members of the Senior department
Terrell, Martin; Ella Bell Archer,
turbulent, sometimes placid Gulf home-folks wha have not been
resiBY Jo Westpheling
time
some
part-time
and
baseball,
in
leaguers
big
the
the
for
in
places
Wingo Route 1; Elizabeth Flowers,
of the First Methodist Church who
their
take
But angry or serene, able to
Clearwater.F Florida: The name of Mexico.
and we missed a treat ourselves dents we could not help but be will be offering their services for
Union City Route 4; Neely Rogers,
sun sun.
beautiful and sometimes during the day the
perfectly
and
the
impressed
this
with
hundreds
game.
of
by not seeing an exhibition
Mayfield.
housecleaning, car washing, yard
bears down on these tired KenIt was the third day after our
charming home, with the Gulf of
They left two days before we got hundreds of smaller, liveable and work or any other odd jobs, to
tucky home-bodies and the palm arrival that we ventured into
comfortable
cottages
everywhere
Mexico as its back yard, is called
there.
JONES nosrrret.
the highest bidder. The proceeds
groceries,
rewrites we trees, the friendly pelicans, and Clearwater, proper, for
Inhabited by the hordes of retired will go into the department treaMrs. Ida Craig, E P. Lawrence, "Rogue's Roost," and if
Not having accomplished out
the swash-buckling porpoises The Courier-Journal and post
even
in
weeks
glorious
two
to
for
come
couples
Florida to sury.
who
Bridges Lawrence, Mrs. Bertha must be
home. mission at the ball park we rethe pro- come up to the private pier and cards to send to you back
live their remaining days in comStephens, L. 0. Carter, and 0. D. the sun, then we're for
bid us "welcome and good rest- The struill absence from our palace luctantly agreed that while in St.
way.
leisure.
We
the
fortable
took some
all
gram
Winston,
Ben
Fulton;
we
of
it,
all
Cook
NEGOTIATIONS ON FARMS
ing."
in the sun created such nostalgia Pete, as the natives call
pictures of several of the streets in
If we may be permitted a homeDukedom, Mrs. Bob Wayne and
place, that, it was two days ought to see the points of interest, St.
to
the
miles
for
850
nearly
the
title,
Driving
the
from
exemption
Petersburg and Clearwater
negotiations in Hickman
Further
director,
tour
—baby. Columbus, Joe Atwill, Hick- owner's
the
as
Ellis
courWith
enough
up
got
later that we
too, lined with the green benches, County for the optioning of farms
we'd like to call it a "hen-house Clearwater all of us planned some
man.
age to drive to St. Petersburg so and a former resident of St. Pete, where the oldsters could perform
in the sun." For that's what it's special kind of excitement to enarea have been
Columbus
the
in
we could go to Al Lang Field we drove around the fabulous re- their daily chores and still "rest
been these past, all-too-short joy while not soaking up the that
abandoned. The unidentified inHILLVIIEW HOSPITAL
could get some auto- sidential district of the city to
we
if
see
sun-rays.
to
penetrating
and
Helen
warm
Merrifield,
awhile" in the sun. Many of them dustrial firm who has been sponMrs. Willis Chandler, Larry days since Ellis
our small view the almost incredibly beautidoors of But somehow the extra-curricular graphed baseballs for
Clark, T. A. McClain, Mrs. E. F. Price and I opened the
along Snell Isle. Mrs. just saunter into town and sit for soring these negotiations has
has thus far suc- fry. Helen has a little girl, Ann, ful homes
entertainment
owned
home
Florida
the busy world go made no formal announcement of
fabulous
this
Grissom
Croel-er and baby, S. D.
lov- John Carson a former native of hours watching
Washington cumbed to sun-bathing, cooking who is seven and would have
old-time
by and reminiscing perhaps, of the its decision but it is believed that
my
and Mrs. Harold Pewitt all of by
"famous" Paducah, has a home overlooking
the
from
souvenir
a
and
ed
evening
the
in
meals
For
own
Stull.
our
burly-burly days of their past.
the original plans, still unknown,
Fulton; Albin Thorpe, South Ful- friends Phil and Kitty
and my the water that we at first thought
Kitty and wondering how we ever stayed up of the baseball diamond,
You wouldn't believe it if we may be dropped.
ton; Mrs. Ray Flemings, Fulton fifteen years or more
luxury hotel. The word
at night in Ken- two said, that in school, they are was a
o'clock
nine
the
past
enjoy
to
me
invited
you,
along
told
way,
but
the
there
have
Phil
More than a half dozen farms
Route 3; Little Brenda Vaughan,
of Sac- "fabulous" is an over-worked part
of this tucky. Ellis, who has lived in Flor- called the Micky Mantles
Water Valley; Mrs. Ellis Bizzle, incomparable hospitality
of the language down here, and are "blood pressure stations" for were not optioned and are not exSchool.
Heart
red
days
few
first
the
that
ida, says
those persons who want to be sure pected to be. Several of these are
Water Valley Route 1; Mrs. Ed- gracious home in the heart of the
It was with great disappointment we have accepted the adjective
prox- in Florida brings on a mild case
ward Casey and baby and George Florida sunshine. In close
with far more emphasis than the at all times that their sauntering located in the center of the area
sickness, and she that the caretaker at the basesleeping
Tampa,
of
Petersburg,
St.
to
imity
Rhodes both of Dukedom; Mrs.
natives. We haven't had time to isn't getting a little too hectic. A and thus make the other farms
couldn't be more informed on the ball players had departed, but
Murrell Jeffress and Mrs. Paul Sarasota and all the other enconsult our Thesaurus for more postal employee told us that on the virtually useless as an industrial
famous
the
that
us
told
park
ball
been
has
subject. The disease
adequate words of description and first of the month the postoffice site.
Jones both of Crutchfield; Mrs. chanting vacation-lands of Florland-lubber's therapeutic for all of us, and we're going to try to find those
is bedlam with persons calling for
The options extend to 1963 and
Lowell Courtney, Fancy Farm; ida, the home is a
baseballs if it hair until we do, we'll say that this
autographed
botof
seriously
thinking
we're
sea.
the
on
house
dream
a
is ... "that word." their social security checks, and a final decision by the company
Lena Lou Moss, Martin Route 3; idea of
remedy and lips the Gulf of Mexico. You see, part of Florida
anti-fatigue
the
tling
ten
nearly
the
of
one
Ten
Every
be held until that date.
could
Page
Continued
on
Mrs. Larry Coltharp and baby,
But while we toured the luxsometimes using it as a serum for weary St. Petersburg, as I am sure you
Pilot Oak; Charles Curtin, Cayce. rooms looks out on the

Poster 'Winners
Are Announced

7c

Single Copp, 10c
Elsewhere In

Yo-Yo's Fire The Imagination, Disrupt School
Decorum, Create Hazards As Experts Let Fly

3c
9c

ton City Hall. All visitors are
welcome at these places.
Check-Up Day will be held on
Saturday and the chairmen of the
various committees will make sure
that all of the planned projects
have been completed.
On Sunday, the final day of
Clean-Up Week, an Inspection
Day win be held when all citizens
are invited to tour the twin-cities
to inspect the improvements and
the results of he campaign.
All residents of Fulton and
South Fulton are asked to do their
part to make the Clean-Up, PaintUp, Fix-Up Week a big success.

"If You Can't Read, Ask The Blacksmith"
By Dorothy Park Clark
This is said to have been the post
script to an old-time sign at a crossroads near Lexington. As a child I
thought this was a good joke until it
occurred to me that anyone who
couldn't read road signs could also
never have the fun of reading a book.
out
I soon had the shock of finding
that some people who could read road
signs still didn't feel as I did about my
books.
best-of-all recreation - reading
peculiarThe only reason for this
that they
ity that I could think of was
read
had probably never honestly bestill
I
and
books,
good
many
very
this
lieve this. I believe too, even M
movies, and
age of television, radio,
readall the outside diversions, that
utilitarany
or
study
ing (aside from
and
ian convenience) is to many,
unfailing,
an
more,
many
to
could be
constructive, and beloved privilege
and delight. I am positive that nonreaders have no idea of the pleasure
they're missing, too.
Reading for pleasure is an acceptable habit. The adjective "wellread" is generally considered complimentary. I can't remember hearing
anybody reasonably intelligent who
pointed with pride to his lack of reading back-ground, though many people bemoan the fact they don't read
very much.
Reading, after all, is a skill. The
only way to master the first mechanics of any skill is to practice. Until a skill is second-nature, the effort
of using it prevents its full enjoyment
and nobody could expect good swimmers, however effortful, to develop
without water, or skiers without
snow, or musicians without instruments. So it seems certain that as

young readers come on, books, good
books of all varieties and levels, plenty of books, well-bound, accessible,
clearly printed, are essential to their
development.
And once a true reader, born or
made, has his habit fully set, no
household book-shelves can possibly
have enough material to keep him
happy, or to keep up with the times,
either. A really excellent library and
bookmobile service is the only way to
provide the wonder of great books
and small books, books to suit every
taste and ken, improve that taste and
create bigger and better appetites.
The excitement of discovering a
book you love, of living in it and with
it, of breathing it, of seeing the width
of pages narrow and of mourning the
thought that this means the end is
near, is such a nice gift from life. Unlike food, drink, or clothes, one copy
of a book can be read by hundreds of
readers. It does seem that the least we
procan do as Kentucky citizens is to
peoour
give
and
libraries
mote our
ple the opportunity to read for the
sake of better learning, understanding, and deep, satisfying joy.
The old saw, "You can lead a
horse to water" is true enough. Maybe he won't drink. There may be
some who won't. But what a sad, really tragic pity it would be to have a
fine thirsty young horse, and neglect
the simple responsibility of leading
him, just once, to water.
Dorothy Park Clark is a successful Kentucky author who usually
wrties jointly with Isabel McMeekin
under the name, Clark McMeekin.
Their better known books are, Show
me a Land, Reckon with the River,
Gaudy's Ladies and others.

SERMONETTE OF THE WEEX
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Learn To Live!

By April Oursler Armstrong
Author of How to Read the Bible
"What - tell me - What is the purpose of existence?"
THE ANSWER comes from God
Himself. God wants us to be saints.
To be His children. To be holy.
There are enough wrong ideas
about holiness to confuse even an angel. People think holiness is simpering, soft-voiced, mealy-mouthed piety
—and it is not. People think holiness
is gaunt-cheeked, bleeding-backed
austerity, grim, laughless—and it is
not. People think holiness is being
hglf-dead. But holiness is being supremely, joyously, sublimely alive.
Holiness is an extra measure of life.
Holiness is the Life of God Himself. When God asks us to be holy, He
is asking us to share His own life. _
It is so tremendous an idea that
the mind reels before it. Almost incredible, this invitation from the
great God to His creature—almost
too much to believe, but it is true. We
have His word for it.
THE TRUTH IS that even the
most ugly duckling of human beings
hides within himself the shining
white secret of what he can someday
become. There is not a man or woman alive who cannot with God's
grace became caught up into the terrible loving intensity of God's inner
life.
REMEMBER, when you were
very young, how you hugged to yourself the private certainty that you
THE FULTON COUNTY NEWS
R. PAUL and JOHANNA M. WESTPHELTNG
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Voted "Rest All Around" In class In Kentucky
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were an extraordinarily important
person, destined for great things,
though no one around you might suspect that the child they scolded and
teased was truly a genius? Have you
lost that dream? You must not. Now,
yes, you may know that you will not
after all be Byron or Keats or Perry
Como. But do not lose the sense of
wonder and conviction you had of the
secret potential within you.
Do not lose it, because it is true.
You are meant for wondrous things.
ONE OF THE dismal ideas of the
world is the notion that human nature is so wretched and foul that it
could never be saved, and, indeed, is
hardly worth saving. Some men even
go so far as solemnly to declare that
in itself human nature is bad, and
that human bodies are even worse.
That is a sad idea, and a completely
un-Christian one.
JESUS CHRIST, remember, is
truly God and truly man at the same
time. The Son of God, Who is God,
became a man. He brought human
nature and divine nature into the
most intimate union. He was not just
"sort of" God, or merely 'sort or
man. He was, and is truly both. He
united the human and divine once
and forever.
God the Son became Jesus Christ
the God-Man to show us what WE
must do. "I am the Way," He said. "I
am the Life."
TO BE THAT HOLY? At first
hearing they seem the words of pride,
the most presumptuous nonsense man
can contrive. They are not nonsense.
They are not the words of pride, but
of obedience!
That is what we're here for,
that's what life is all about, that is
the purpose of existence—that we
should reproduce God in ourselves,
and share in His life.
WARMTH
It is not the shilling I give you
that counts, but the warmth that it
carries with it from my hand.
—Miguel de Unamuno
Our affections are our life. We
live by them They supply our
warmth.
—Wiliam Ellery Channing
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"This is the head of our research department!"

Virginia considered calling a conference of the Border States. Virginia papers reported that " . • .
the general sentiment is that Lincoln, having repudiated all the
good efforts of Virginia to prevent
the war, she has no other course
but to aid in the'clefense of the
South."
-In Virginia there had been
many Unionists who had hoped
for a settlement of the crisis, but
after Sumter they said that " • ..
if Lincoln really wanted to sub)agate the South, Virginia has but
one course to pursue."
And in Charleston, the Mercury
blamed Virginia for the war saying: "Had Virginia taken bet
stand with South Carolina in the
beginning, there would have been
no war ... etc." The game paver
in speaking of Lincoln's call for
volunteers, said It was • "Lincoln Declaree War" move. Said the
Mercury: "Northern scoundrels
are thirsting for Southern blood!"
some of the South Carolina
soldiers were not allowed to fire
at Ft. Sumter, Capt. Tupper said
his men, the Vigilant Rifles were
terribly disappointed. His men
were stationed too far away, However, "Their battery was given a
pile of Sumter Rifle Balls to use

Every granule of DAVCO 30 is a
complete unit ... an -atom- of
fartdizer This means that you can't
overfertilise one part of your land
and undraertdia• •nother. DAVCO
SG give' you evni results
for even profits.

Turning Back The Clock—

L. E. (Barney) Finch has opened an ice cream parlor in Hornbeak's Bakery, Mr. iFnch, a baker,
recently returned to this community from Oklahoma City. He
is now engaged as baker at Hornbeak's and Mrs. Finch is in charge
of the ice cream parlor.
Several Fulton girls have been
pledged to honorary fraternities
at the University of Kentucky at
Lexington.
Miss Mary Norma Weatherspoon, has pledged Alpha Lambda
Delta. She is a freshman in the
College of Arts and sciences.
Phi Upsilon Ornicorn claimed
two Fulton girls. Miss Mrytle
Hinkley and Miss Agnes Sublette.
Miss Hinkley, the daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. Chester Hinkley, is a
sophomore in the College of Agriculture and Miss Sublette, the
daughter of Mr. It. R. Sublette is
a junior in the College of Agri-

culture.
Mr. and Mrs. Ethel Scott of
West State Line have announced
the marriage of their daughter.
Mildred. to Louis Cardwell. the
son of W. H. Cardwell, on Sunday,
April 13. Attendants were Miss
Opal Gargus, Dee Fry. Ira Cloys
and Mr. and Mrs. Scott.
-Officers elected for the 1941-42
school year in the West Fulton
P-TA include: Mrs. Bertes Pigue.
president Mrs. Hunter Whitesell,
vice president: Mrs Claud Shelby,
treasurer; Mrs. Bernard Houston,
secretary. Approximately thirty
members attended the meeting.
College students home for Easter vacations include: Miss Betty
Ann Reed. a student at Vanderbilt University, home with her
parents, Mr and Mrs, Clarence
Reed of Park Avenue; Harold
Peeples, son of Mr. and Mrs. Raymond Peeples and a student at Ole
Miss in Oxford, Mississippi; H. L.
Hardy, Jr.. a student at Murray
State College. home with his parents, Mr. and Mrs. H. L. Hardy of
Second Street.
The Checkers Tournament at
the Scotts Mills Whittlers Club
was rudely interrupted last Sunday afternoon when a number of
wives appeared at the door. No
one was hurt and the rear door
hinges and stair rail can be replaced.
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WILLIAM

By Wiliam H. McHenry
Immediately after the bombardment of Ft. Sumter, Lincoln in
Washington said that "insurrection" existed. On April 15 he asked for 75,000 volunteers to restore the Union.
Virginia seceded from the Union
on the 17th, but the western
counties (what is now West Virginia) opposed the move.
reported
Washington papers
knock-down-drag-out fights between important men. General
Nye was "credited with two
knock-downs of secessionists." An
editor deplored what he called
"swaggering Naval officers, 'th
filthy language" who crowdad
the hotel lobbies.
Office seekers swamped Washington.
Lincoln received, in a letter, a
five-dollar bill. The money was
offered to help pay the expense of
reinforcing Ft. Sumter. The bill
was on the Union Bank of South
Carolina.
Col. Ellsworth, the "first man to
die in the Civil War," came to
Washington. He had raised
regiment of fire zouaves who were
on their way to Washington. Ellsworth offered to help the local
militia companies drill. (Ellsworth
would be killed by an innkeeper
in Alexandria when he tore a
Confederate flag from the inn.
The inn-keeper was killed by one
of Ellsworth, soldiers. Each victim was glorified as the "first
martyr of the war.")
Quick plans had been made for
three Federal armies. On April 15
it was announced in Washington
that the following divisions would
be set up: "An army of 62,500 for
.the Eastern, 54,500 for the Central, and 37,500 for the Western.
This would do for a beginning."
(Students of the Civil War were
to become familiar with the

SENIORS PICK MOTTO
On February 9 1961, the senior
class met and selected their class
colors, blue and white. For their
class flow*, the red rose was
chosen. "We build the ladder by
which we climb," was. selected as
their motto.

Davy Davco says:

FROM THE FILM:—

April IS 1941
The Fulton City Board of Education met and voted on the teachers for the coming year. Some of
those elected to remain in their
positions were: W. L. Holland
principal and math; Mrs. Ethel
Uel
Butterworth. commercial;
Killebrew, manual arts; Mary
Martin, social science, all of these
at Fulton High School; Pauline
Thompson, social science at Carr
Jtmior High; Katherine Williamson, fourth and fifth grades at
Carr Elementary.

against Lincoln's fleet at the
mouth of the harbor."
North Carolina had recently voted to remain in the Union, but after Sunder the North Carolina
troops were told by Gov. Ellis to
take the North Carolina forte.
These were Ft. Caswell below Wilmington, and Ft. klacon at Beaufort.
In New York, the State voted
three million for thirty thousand
troops. Indiana's Gov. Morton assured the Government of the
same number of men.
And just the same, the New
York Post reported that in one
single factory, 150 men were
working day and night to fill orders for patented Sharpies rifles
. . . for the South! Business as
usual!
Down in Charleston harbor the
steamer "Caroline" was advertising a sight-seeing trip to the ruins
of Ft. Sumter, fare, one dollar.

BROWDER MILLING COMPANY. INC.
PHONE 900

FULTON, KY.

SPECIAL OFFER
We are offering a special price for our "Complete
package" Beauty Course to all 1961 Graduating
Seniors!
This SPECIAL OFFER good only during May.
Enroll now and learn a high paying profession.
Tennessee or Kentucky hours can be earned.
Call or Visit

Romy's Beauty School
801 South First Street
Union City, Tenn.
Phone TU 5-5101

WIN THIS JET CARD-N-YARD
TILLER SATURDAY APRIL 22!

MeMIWRII

"Army of the Potomac. the Army
of the Ohio, and the Army of the
Tennessee." But in April of 1881,
those armies were still in the future.)
Governor Curatin of Pennsylvania optimistically said he could
have an army of 100,000 Pennsylvanians in Washington in two
days. (He didn't!)
Northern papers published a report of the militia strenf-th in each
state. They didn't count Kentucky
Maryland, and Missouri, for those
were "Border States." Each of
those states furnished men to both
sides during the war ... but then,
before the fighting was over,
every state had men on both sides!
800 men were at work in the
Charleston, Mass., Navy Yard
where the ships Minnesota and
Cumberland were being fitted out
for war. (Merrimac, the first ironclad, would destroy the Cumberland and drive the Minnesota on
a mud bank in Hampton Roads,
but the timely arrival of the Moniter would save the Minnesota
from destruction ... but that is in
another year from 1861.)
The call for volunteers in the
U. S. Army had something important . • • the "Oath of Fidelity
to the U. S." The officers and men
could be 18 to 45. Not over, or
under, said the call. Every soldier
must have physical strength and
vigor. (The Civil War would be a
"young man's war," with many
boys lying about their ages so they
could enlist on either side.)
April 15th. had the news of Ft.
Sumter .
and on that same day
a flatboat arrived in New Orleans
from the interior of Illinois. . .
with ice for the mint-juleps of
New Orleans. The closing of the
Mississippi River would go hard
with the southern gentlemen who
liked their drinks well-frosted!
Southern reaction to the fall of
Ft. Sumter WIM mixed. At first

oitiem_JET
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Mr. and Mrs. Tommy Moore had
Sunday dinner with Mrs. Olga
Ey Mrs. 0. F. Taylor
ROCK SPRING NEWS
Taylor recently.
By Nettie Lee Copelen
Taylor was a guest of
Mrs.
0.
F.
We are having winter weather
Campbell of Water ValMiss
Sam
Mr.
and Mrs. Lee Snow visited
Bill
Leneave
Cash
and
Wanda
yet and its very disagreeable We
The News is pleased to extend Mr. and Mrs. Thad Snow Sunday
ley Friday.
have been selected as outstanding
will be so glad to have some
following
wishes
to
the
birthday
afternoon.
Miss Constance Jones visited the Junior Personalities at Fulton
spring weather.
on their birthdays.
Bobby Elliott visited Mr. and
High.
Mesdames Idlene Emerson and Vestal Coltharps Saturday.
Jean
Edwards;
April
20:
Anna
Mrs. Elmoore Copelen and family
Wanda has done outstanding
Quarterly Conference was well
Evaline Yates attended a homeApril 21; Mrs. Vera Parrish; April Sunday afternoon.
makers meeting one day last attended at the Bethlehem Metho- work in many organizations and
22: Mrs. Hall Cooley, Jo Ann RitMrs. Phillip Brown,Sherry, Mrs.
dist church Tuesday night of last things throughout her high school
week.
ter, Addie Lee Midyett; April 23; Sheppard, Mrs. Charles Hardison
Misses Lila Mae Casey and Mar- week. Bro. Lyles brought the mes- years. Even before she entered
Winkie
Voegeli,
George
Ely
Burand
baby visited Mrs. Arnie
Fulton High, she began winning
garet Crawford were guests of sage.
nette, Carmen Lepp; April 24: Brown Tuesday morning.
honors. She was awarded the
Miss Allie Rowland Monday of
Mr and Mrs. Jasper Williams
Jackie
Easley,
Tommy
Treece,
Mrs. Colen Brown spent 'TuesAward
last week.
called on the Tremon Rickmans coveted American Legion
Lena Evelyn Taylor, Mrs. I. B. day afternoon with Mrs. Ella
at the end of her junior high year.
Mr. and Mrs. Harold Carr of Sunday P. M.
Cook, Lynn Stapp; April 25: Veatch.
While a freshman, she was a
Lone Oak called on her parents
Paula Whitlock, Wayne Peterson,
Mesdames Katie Bennett and member of the Fulton High Band,
Misses Martha Kay Copelen,
Mr. and Mrs. Roy Emerson Sunday
Edwin Matheny; April 26: Jerry Marie Copelen and Kay Bradlei
Maurine Yates are patients in a a public relations officer for her
Allen.
Memphis Hospital. We wish for class and a reporter on the KENattended the show in Fulton Sun.
them a speedy recovery.
day afternoon.
NEL staff. During her sophomore
Mr- and Mrs. Glen Coltharp of year, chosen to be on the cheerMrs. A. E. Green and Mrs. Pearl
Detroit visited his brother Ernest leader squad, elected secretary and
Cooper are on the sick list.
Coltharp and family a few days treasurer of her class, voted girl
Mr. and Mrs. Carl Bell visited
last week.
relatives in Arkansas from Tues"Most Likely To Succeed", she was
Mr. and Mrs. Ammon Bennett promoted from Copy Editor to
day until Thursday.
The Owensboro
and baby of California are visiting Assistant Feature Editor.
School for
Mr. and Mrs. Percy Veatch
Junior Personalities, Bill Leneave and Wanda Cash, study the Solar Practical Nurses is now
her parents Mr. and Mrs. Goebel
accepting visited Mr. and Mrs. Verlie Byrd
This year, Wanda was a candboard display In the newly-remodeled science applications for the second class Wednesday afternoon.
on
a
McClure at this time.
btilletin
Item
idate for Miss FIIS, promoted to"
Sunday visitors of W. L. Row- Feature Editor on the staff and Laboratory.
which will begin on June 5, 1961.
As the class size is limited, early
land and Mlle were Mr. and Mrs.
applicants
will be given preferL. A. Rowland of Lynn Grove, Mr.
In the Methodist Church, Bill
elected to membership in the Quill
and Mrs. Jack Carter of near May- • RUTHVILLE NEWS
and Scroll and the National Honor is the treasurer of the MYF and ence.
field. Mr. and Mrs. Tommy Moore,
Application blanks may be pick_
By Ms. Jem Grissom
active in church work.
Society.
129 Broadway
Phone 55
Mr. and Mrs. 0. F. Taylor and
After school and on Saturdays, ed up at the school or requested
She has also been a member of
Erwin Rowland. Mr. Rowland reWinter is still here, with rain, the Future Nurses Club for two he works as linotype operator at by phone or mail. The address is
1501 Frederica or phone Mumains about the same.
cold winds and many places had years and a member of the TWA the Leader office.
The friends in this vicinity of hail. There Isn't much talk of organization of the First Baptist
One can surely see by these 30533. Cost of the one year course
Bro. T. Y. Smithmier were sorry gardening and not many signs of Church of Fulton.
activities that Wanda and Bill are is $100.00.
to hear of his illness. He is • pati- an early garden_ When winter is
Wanda's favorite subject is Eng- both outstanding in their school
ent in the Methodist Hospital In finally passed and warm days are lish and her hobbies are reading work and activities and that they
Memphis.
her,, it will be a very busy time and sports.
deserve the title, Junior PersonFeed Your Hogs
with yard work, flowers to work,
Bill has been a member of the alities.
and
some
house cleaning, farming
Conservation
Club
and
the
4-H
CERTIFICATES GIVEN
carpenter work to be done.
Club throughout high school. He
FOR 23 YEARS WORK
Jeff and Wayne Grissom plan served as Public Relations officer
NOW
The University of Kentucky re- to build a cow barn as soon as the for his class during his freshman
A Completely Balanced
YOU CAN SAVE
year.
cently presented certificates of weather permits.
Ration For Fast, EfficiThere is still sickness to report.
While a sophomore he was asservice to 242 staff members who
04"
01_01K •Ek‘t .,...
A kick-off dinner for the Young ent Gain
were employed before Jan. 1, 1935. Mr. Dewey Grissom has under- sistant sales manager on the KENWAtrAti
Club's charity
Of the group, 80 had 40 or more gone an operation in Hillview NEL staff and placed fourth in Mens Business
VARIE.IIES 'IOU
years service with the University, Hospital. Mrs. Dewey Grissom is Fulton High in the Conservation drive was held at the Derby on
,440
tA
.
Hillview
with
patient
in
Saturday morning. The organizaEssey Contest.
having been employed in 1920 or also a
PLEASE SEE 111‘
Fulton, Ky.
a painful throat trouble. Mr.
This year, Bill was made the tion will continue the drive until
before
SO
Claud Williams from near Sandy Sales Manager on the staff and the county fair in August.
Branch Church is home from the was elected to membership in the
iIIit-R WI-8°l4
S t4CIRE.°t
hospital.
Complete Line
Quill and Scroll and National HonV OR D
RE
Mr. and Mrs. Lewis Robey and or Society. He was also the school
BESO
ON TRAVELERS
INAN EVER
Hearmg Aid Batteries Mrs. Cecil Robey went to Mem- winner and runner-up in the distphis to visit Mre. Lewis Ftobey's rict in the Conservation Essey
Per all makes of beftrEtur aMsl
mother who Is a patient in the contest
..sssoiIlligIIIIIII
Wt our Hearing Aid DepartBill has received two monograms
AND
ment at your first opportualty. Hospital there.
Mr. and Mrs. Freman Harwood during high school. His favorite
•A new dining room has been added for your convenience.
coon dinner subjects are math and chemistry
to
enjoy
a
invited
New Low Rates
TRACTOR CO.
CITY DRUG CO.
•When you visit us, try our Bar-B-Que plate lunch for some
Tuesday. They reported a nice and he enjoys hunting and exPlume 189
Fourth EL
es Lake Street
rhea* 74 time. Mr. and Mrs. R. E. Taylor
perimenting with chemicals.
Sate Driver Saving.s
delicious eating.
Now/MTA..
and Mr and Mrs. Mack Brown.
•As usual—all kinds of sandwiches.
Mrs. Harmon Parks is now home
Local Agent Servi..2
from the Jones hospital where she We have complete stocks
•• •
was taking treatment for a severe
cold.
Mr and Mrs. Thomas O'Steen
and family entertained company
South of Town on the Martin Highway.
In their home and all enjoyed a
1or HOME and FARM
WALKER 132.1.(1XE
Open from 8 in the Morning to 12 at Night
good dinner. Those invited were
Machines
mot four, not five, not
Representing The
Mr. and Mrs. Mack Brown, Mr.
Monday thru Saturday.
,
seven, but 8 YF.ARS
Cecil Robey and Mr. and Mrs. R. -BENNETT
ELECTRIC
Sundays 2 P. M. till 11 P. M.
OLD. StrrIght Bourbon
Travelers - Hartford
E. Taylor.
FULTON
PHONE 201
Whiskey: 8 Years. 86-8
Mrs. Jeff Grissom and Ada Ruth
Proof.
spent Saturday night with Mrs.
Mary King and Mr. and Mrs. J. D.
King near Fulton.
Iva Lynn Grissom spent Saturday night with her grandparents
Mr. and Mrs, John D. McKinney
on Oak Street in Fulton.
Mr. Forster Mahoney Is on the
sick list this week.
Mr. Hamp Qualls, the father of
Mrs. Marshall Rogers is some better this week.
Hiram Walker• Sons, Inc.
Mr. and Mrs. 011ie Thomas had
Peoria, Illinois
company from Mayfield, over the
weekend.
Sue Maloy is sick with a cold.
Mrs. Carl Rogers has had a
sore throat.
Mr. and Mrs. Dewey Grissom's
daughter and grandchildren from
VISIT OUR NEW PREMIUM DEPARTMENT
Chicago are home for a few weeks
We hope to hear the family of Mr.
Dewey Grissom will soon be well
Boautiful
again. Sickness has surely been in
their home this winter. We do
hope for them a speedy recovery.

• DUKEDOM RT. 2

Leneave and Cash are Personalities
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Juniors Receive Rings
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For COUPON
D.P.... Pip°,

95 COUPONS

"up PInty

55

courceNee„

TRI

so,.... 100 COUPONS

Roads we can't change—
but what a delightful change
we've made in what's
between you and the road.
With Full Coil suspension,
unique body cushioning and
insulation, and a whole'
chassisful of other roadtamers, Chevrolet gives you
the red carpet treatment
wherever you travel. And
that's what's waiting for
you now at your Chevrolet
dealer's.

There are many happy juniors
running around F.H.S. this week.
If you are wondering why they
all have a big grin on their face
and are waving their hands around
In the air for everyone to see
here is the reason: All the juniors
have received their class rings.
The rings arrived on March 18.
Most of the juniors got the traditional ring with the solid blue
stone and the Fulton High School
emblem on it.

22
SHOP FOR GIFTS

WITHOUT CASH,
USE COUPONS FROM All, THESE TT:
1.
QUALITY PRODUCTS!
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Teen
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BARNEY'S DRIVE-IN
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Cannon Agency

FRE
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31

Browder Milling Co.

BORDEN'S
sit Rill CDS. IVAPORAHD

LUZIANNE
COON

MRS

JOAN OF ARC

AND 'IA

PRIDE OF ILLINOIS

C•5510 VIOST•Ill111

CAPIPTID 51011•1115

Mrs. FILBERTS
PRODUCTS

CALUMET

SKINNER

OCTAGON

MACRON FROMM I MUSS

SOAP PRODUCTS

AUSTIX

GOLD SEAL t PENNY

WAWA. I MAO

CAROM MATS

RED
SCISSORS
Coupons

1A51040 POWS.

000 AND

CAT FOOD

FOR FAST•SAVING, 'COMBINE COUPONS CAM ALL THESE SEAMS!.

BATTS HARDWARE
Walnut Street
OUR PREMIUM OR

Fulton. Kentucky
MINT — THE ONLY PEACE IN TOWN

WHIN YOU. CAM REDEEM THESE COUPONS

we pay

Nomad 4-Dr.8-Pass. swims wagon.

interest
ON

savings
First Industrial Plan
107 South lith St.
Paducah

See the new Chevrolet cars, Chevy Corvairs and the new Corvette at your local authorized Chevrolet dealer's.

:
ET—BUICK,INC.
TAYLOR CHEVROI
104 East Fourth Street
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The News reports your - - -•

Diary of Doin's
(Items gathered along Fulton's merryway
for your pleasure and your scrapbook)
The final plans for the always entertaining "Evening of Music" were discussed at the April meeting of
the Music Department of the Fulton Woman's Club held
last week. The program will be held on May 1 at the
club home. Members of the department will perform
along with members of the Beethoven and Junior Music
Clubs. The affair becomes better and better each year
and we are sure that this year will be no exception.
In a preview of what the program will be like this year, several members of the Beethoven
and Junior Music Clubs presented
a series of the numbers which won
them Superior ratings at the district music festivals in Paducah
and Murray. Barbara Brown and
Judy Moore, the presidents of the
two clubs, presented the numbers.
The following piano solos were
on the program: Betty Beadles,
"Little White Burro" by Finlayson; Molly Alexander, "To A
Wild Rose" by McDowell; R. Paul
Westpheling, "Sonatina In A
Minor" by Cobb; Sally Williams,
"Holiday Play" by Aaron; Margaret Omar, "Praying" by Wilson;
Andrea Melton, "Peacock" by
Dungan.
Also playing piano solos were:
Joy Fagan, "Scherzo" by Beethoven; Jane Edwards, "The Bear
Dance" by Bartok; Nancy Treas,
"Sonata in D Minor" by Scarlotti; Ophelia Speight, "Romance
in F Sharp Major" by Schumann;
Bob Anderson, "La Roxalane" by
Hyden.
Don Reed, who won several
honors this year in music, also
presented a clarinet solo, "Andante frorn the First Piano Sonata" by Mozart. Don was accompanied at the piano by Bob Anderson.
The big spaghetti supper held at
the First Methodist Church last
Saturday night proved to be a big
success as approximately 130 people came between the hours of
five and seven.
The supper was sponsored by a
group of local teenagers. The girls
said that it was a lot of hard
work, but "it was worth it just to
see the boys washing dishes afterwards!!"

The business meeting was capped by the election of officers for
the coming year. Mrs. Arch Huddleston was chosen as chairman
with Mrs. Lawson Roper as vice
chairman. Other officers are: Mrs.
Smith Atkins, second vice chairman; Mrs- Bill Stokes, secretarytreasurer; Mrs. Warren Graham,
publicity; Mrs. E. M. Hart, telephone chairman; Mrs. H. H. Murphey. Mrs. Smith Atkins and Mrs.
James White, program committee.
Hot tea and cookies were served
to the members by the hostesses,
Mrs. C. C. Shelby, Mrs. Hunter
Whitesell, Mrs. W.0. Locke, Mrs.
James White, Mrs. J. W. Chersiae
and Mrs. W. C. Graham.
Miss Jean Burnette, daughter
of Mr. and Mrs. W. P. Burnette of
Fulton and a freshman at Murray State College, has been initiated into active membership in
Delta Lambda Alpha, freshman
honorary fraternity for women.
Eligibility for membership in this
organization is determined by
grades, with a scholastic standing
of 3.5 or higher as a requirement.

Wedding vows were exchanged
Thursday, April 6, 1961, by Miss
Carolyn Roberts and James K.
Edwards, both formerly of Fulton.
The ceremony took place at the
First Baptist Church of Golconda,
Illinois with the pastor, Rev. NoIan Smith, officiating.
The bride is the daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. A. B. Roberts of
Jackson Street in Fulton. She
graduated as salutatorian in the
1955 class of Fulton High. She received her Bachelor of Science de-

gree at Murray State in 1959 and
her Masters degree at Ole Miss in
1960.
The groom, the son of Mrs. Joe
Cochran of Fulton, graduated
from Fulton High and from the
University of Kentucky School of
Pharmacy. He was an honorary
member of Rho Chi and Phi Delta
Chi fraternities.
The couple will make their
home in Golconda, Illinois, where
he is employed as pharmacist in
the Davis Rexall Drug Store.

While Mid-South Freezes, Cherry Blossoms
Emerge Colorfully In Nation's Capital
AND THE CHERRY
BLOSSOMS
SCRfsrl•
THE
IN OUR NATION'S
.
CAPITAL ..
(By Mary Nellie Wright)
Indeed, the Japanese cherry
trees have emerged in all their
glory in Washington for the past
two weeks .. and another year has
gone by for your poor scribe who
has always had the misfortune to
arrive in the capital city too early
or too late for the National Cherry
Blossom Festival.
Others have been more fortunate and this year hundreds of
thousands of visitors flocked to
the city for the festival which has
become one of the world's outstanding celebrations.
We find ourselves wondering if
Mrs. William Howard Taft, wife
of our 27th President, ever dreamed of the heritage she gave our nation when in March 1912 in a very
simple ceremony, the first Japanese Cherry Tree was planted on
the bank of the Tidal Basin,
This very first little tree, you
will remember, was a gift to the
American people from the city of
Tokyo.
I think Mrs. Taft was a person
whom I should have liked to have
known, because the various stories I have read about her prove
that she always thought of others.
This characteristic was evidenced
when she invited
Viscountess
Chinda, wife of the Japanese ambassador to the United States to
plant the second cherry tree.
Much consideration was given
to the planting of the Japanese

Despite rainy weather, the
South Fulton Elementary Field
Day, held last Wednesday was a
big success and was well attended
with approximtely 1600 paeople
there. Becuse of the rain, the affair was held in the gym rather
than at the athletic field as originally planned.
First place winners in each of
the events were given lovely
trophies and the second place
received red ribbons. the following amounts to various
winners
Other prizes were awarded win- school projects: $105.00 for the
ners of several lesser contests.
elementary school aquarium; $35.The Freed-Hardeman tumbling 00 for repairs on the piano; $35.00
team performed at 1 p. m and for refreshments for the recent
delighted the crowd with their open house; $20.00 for high, school
exhibition.
tests.
Pictures were taken of all of the
Mrs. Fowler and Mrs. Paul BlayWe have always said that Fulton winners and they will appear in
lock served refreshments of cake
has some of the prettiest girls in the school yearbook,
and coffee to the members and
the country and our statement
guests.
seemed to be greatly substantiatGene Hatfield was installed
Mrs.
ed this week when we received
as new president of the Terryword that a former Fultonian,
Norman P-TA at their meeting
Miss Carolyn Ann Huddle, daulast Thursday. Also installed as
ghter of Mr. and Mrs. W. D.
new officers were Mrs. Bill Stokes,
(Skinner) Huddle, was named
vice president; Mrs. Jasper VowMiss Fix-Up in the recent Memell, secretary and Mrs. Alvin Burphis City Beautiful Contest.
row, treasurer.
The lovely Southside senior
A very interesting program was
placed fourth in the contest out
of a field of 67 entrants. She re- brought to the group by Marvin
Sanders,
South Fulton Civil Deceived a $25 bond, a gold key to
.,r the City of Memphis, a silver fense director and Mrs. Chester
charin bracelet and a dozen red Gregory, associate director. The
program was entitled "Civil Deroses.
fense". Mr. Sanders explained to
The Junior Woman's Club is the group the reasons for the deholding a benefit card party at the fense system and told of the orClub home tonight (Thursday) at ganization on a nation-wide scale
Mrs. Gregory, who lived in
7:30 p. m. The proceeds will go
to the Fulton Kindergarten, a club Germany during the bombing of
project. There will be many nice World War I, answered questions
prizes given and refreshments will put forth by the 1°-TA members.
During the business meeting, the
be served.
Tickets may be purchased from group voted to sponsor an entry
any member of the Junior Wo- in the Clean-Up, Paint-Up, FixUp Parade on April 22. They also
man's Club.
heard a report on the Spring Conference
held recently at Lone Oak.
A very interesting program on
color harmonizing was enjoyed by
the flatly members in attendance
The South Fulton P-TA held
at the April meeting of the Home their annual installation of ofatiarden Department of the ficers last Thursday at the school
FulFon Woman's Club. Mrs. Vir- library. Mrs. R. L. Harris installed
ginia_Stokes was in charge of the the following officers for the comprogram. After a short talk by ing year: Mrs. Oden Fowler, presi_ Mrs. Stokes, the members divided dent; Mrs. Mac Burrow, first vice
into groups and participated in president; Mrs. Otis LeCornu, secthe discussion by selecting colors ond vice president; Mrs. W. W.
for a room including walls, floors Jetton, treasurer; Mrs. Mick Sanand furnishings. All the necessary ders, secretary.
sample materials were provided.
The organization voted to give

Cherry Trees, because two varieties of trees were planted in order
to prolong the beauty of their
short-blooming period. Singleblossom trees were placed along
the Tidal Basin and the doubleflowering variety was planted on
Hains Point on the banks of the
Potomac.
The National Cherry Blossom
Festival is dedicated annually to
the trees along the Tidal Basin,
which usually bloom during the
first week in April. The trees on
Hains Point usually blossom about
two weeks later.
The first Festival was held in
1927. and the first Cherry Blossom
Queen chosen in 1943. It was not
until 1848 that the present method
of selecting the Queen was begun
At this time the Greater National
Capital Cornmitee became the sole
sponsor of the Festival.
The method of selecting the
Queen is a very interesting one.
The names of the 52 States and
Territories are placed on a giant
wheel of fortune. A princess from
each State or Territory (having
been previously selected) attends
the Festival "with a prayer in her
heart" that the wheel will spin
around to her respective State or
Territory . . . and stop. This feature is always one of the highlights of the Festival, as the giant
wheel turns 'round for interminable minutes before it finally
stops and the selection is made.
111•1111:,

SUPER
KEN - TONE
S5.35
GALLON
EXCHANGE
Furniture Co.
Fulton
Phone 35

Hello folks, I'm back on the job
again. It is a pleasure to write the
news for this column. If you have
any news for the paper just give
me a ring.
Mr. and Mrs. Herman Matheney
of Covington, Tennessee were last
Thursday visitors of Mr. and Mrs.
Dick Grissom.
We welcome Mr. and Mrs. Coy
Harrison back to this neighborhood.
Several from this community attended open-house at the South
Fulton School last Sunday.
We wish Paul Howard and Harold Muriel a speedy recovery.
Mr. and Mrs. Dean Terrell are
still visiting in California.
Mr. and Mrs. Jack Graves and
children were weekend visitors of
Mr. and Mrs. D. J. Jones.
Miss Paula Howard spent the
weekend with Miss Philis Harris
of McConnell.
Mr. and Mrs. Marion Milarn and
children attended church at McConnell Sunday.
May God bless each and everyone.

Farmers and commercial growers may not hire children under
sixteen to work in the fields
when school is in session.
This reminder came from Pat
Melone, Regional Director of the
U. S. Labor Department's WageHour and Public Contracts Division, the agency which administers the ederal ChilFd-Labor Law.
The only exception to the law
is when a child is working exclusively for his parents or guardian in their home farm. Meloan
said that farmers should ask for
and obtain a certificate of age
from each youngster which they
hire. In Tennessee these certificates are available from local
school authorities.
Who profits most? The merchant whose big ad Is always in The
News.
When ambition you imbues, advertise more in The News.

YO-YO'S-lematmeela hem Page 11
high honor of being able to send
their yo-yos flying out the slightly opened window and bring them
back ten times in oruccession
without breaking one single pane
of glass. everyone though that the
impossible had been achieved.
With no higher goals, the fad

This year the Honorable Pearl
Mesta was Chairman of the Cherry Blossom Festival Ball She selected Vice President Lyndon B.
Johnson to spin the wheel of fortune. Immediately after the QUtMlIrl
Was chosen, the Vice President
vested the Queen with her official
robe of Cherry Blossom design
and formally presented her to the
gathered throng.
Your scribe is confident that
Mrs. Taft and Viscountess Chinda
could say that "theirs was a job
well done" when they envisioned
such loveliness for our nation's
Capital City. We give our sincere
thanks to those two ladies who
made it possible for all Americans
to boast of a Capital City with its
unmatched splendor of Cherry
Blossom Time.

201
Outside
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PHONE 307

R. D. BROWN
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Paducah, Ky.
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SUPER BARGAIN DAYS
RAYON PANTIES
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Cottons

2-bar tricot knit with elaatie waist and leg
bands. White, blue, pink and main.

C.
Wei
Ada
Ada
and

TERRY BATH TOWELS

Mn
in 1
Sun

2 for $1.

the

Values to 59c

Value. to 98, each Heavy and aboawhent

Broadcloths.

percales,

aliases.

rett
in 1

•t
Rile

• Cheeks
* Stripes

36c YD.

pall
ily
whe
- non

4 pm 88c
Sloes 5 to Is.

big 22544 Inch site Mite. rose, %elk's% and
blue

ATHLETIC SHIRTS

novelty

3 for 1.

weaves. drip-dries. Good selection of pat-

bee-

IV
day
wee
Gra
It
ter
mat
Mr.

pro

terns and colors for all ages
Men's Swiss rib knit cotton with taped neck
band and arm holes White In alrea 34 to 48

CANVAS OXFORDS
Super
Value

Tic

BOYS BRIEFS

Compare at $100 a pair. Tough, long wearing for active boys and atria. Blue or red
. rubber sole Size 6-12; 12!'I -3

3 Prs. $1.00

TRAINING PANTS

Knit of combed cotton with elastic webbing

4 prs. 88c

waist band Nylon reinforced. White In size.%

Fine quality cotton knit with elastic waist

S.M-1,.

band White only in sizes 2 to 14.

Rayons, Cottons and Blends

2 PAIR FOR $3
In plalds, madras",checks and solids

ert

$1.59 a pair
Compare at $1.99 a pair. Heavy quality
Or

ber soles. Reinforced toe. Sizes for

An exciting new style
Fashion Sneakers that bec
casuals!
color mates for your 'round-the c
Pointed toe, arch cushion, and washable, of course!

FRY'S SHOE STORE
Lake Street

$25.11

NO

MOM

• Prints

Pay LESS than for Table TV ONLY!

ROPER TELEVISION
306 MAIN ST.

White
15 25

SOUTHERN STATES

black canvas with tough, long wearing rub-

The Eastland • Model 42304
Handcrafted Service Sever
Chassis •Spotlite Dial •"Cringe
Lock" Circuit. Trim. mod•rn
styling in grained Walnut color
Or grained Mahogany color. 21'
ovens!l diag. picture meas., 262
Sq. In. rectangular picture area.

WANTED
Agent for the Sun-Democrat for the City of Fulton. Good opportunity to
supplement your present
income. Write, furnishing references, to:

White Paint Sale

Reg. $1.99 Boys' Black
TENNIS SHOES

by gef-eCe

would soon die out.
But never underestimate the
power of a highly imaginative
teen-age boy. From latest reports,
there is one boy who is planning
the ultimate in yo-yoing. He is
planning to attach a tiny hook on
the outside of his little instrument
and attempt to snach the glasses
off of one of the teacher's face,
whirl them around his head twice,
and then put them back without
that teacher's knowledge of the*
feat. If this can be done, he will
have earned his last merit badge
toward the title of 'Yo-yo Champion of the World".
By the way, will "Yo-Yo" Williams, "Dead-eye" Hurst and all
of the other straight-shooting yoyoers of the local area please take
note. Rumors have been flying
around lately that the girls, too,
have taken an interest in this fad.
They have been practicing (in
secret of course) and are almost
ready to challenge any brave foe
who dares match his skill against
theirs. This chance may come in
the near future when the KENNEL will sponsor their first annual -Fulton High School Yo-Yo
Championship Contest". Inquiries
about the contest may be made to
any KENNEL staff member during the next week. Meanwhile,
happy yo-yoing, everybody!

Greater Savings Than Ever! NATIONAL STORES

• Solids

CON SOLETTE
ENSEMBLE
You Pay Less than
for Table TV Only '

Farmers Warned About
Working Children

Miss Carolyn Roberts and Mr. James K. Edwards mt. Moriah Community
By Mrs Marion Milani
Are Married April 6 In Golconda, Illinois

Fulton

little

Values to 89c Yd.

SPECIAL! 56c YARD
Linen-weave rayons, shantungs, thick 'n thin
dobby weaves, textured fabrics,

fabrics,

gents, youths, boys and men.

sheera, ginghams, broadcloths, cords, prints
and blended fabrics .....cease-resistant, drip

11-2: 2,1 -6; 6,1-12.

dry and wash 'n wear finishes.

natiorualStores
Lake Street

Fulton. Ky5
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In this section of the State the label "tree ripened" imprinted plan to his heart's delight and
were amused to see that some of
Page 5
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the finer shops were closed for the citrus fruit is in harvest all the thereon.
some ever-loving real estate agent
from Pane one)
season
and
gave
their
present
adjust as likely as not, their dividend
time. I remember once being in
A fisherman here need not would have a buyer for those that as we hear the gulf waters
As surely as we are enjoyi.
checks. It reminded us so much dress as some far away land Florida with a group of Fulton fabricate his prowess. Water, wa- special tastes. Florida is a fairy- breaking along the back-yard wall, this
basking in the sun, we'
of a poem Paul's mother sent me where cool breezes beckon the call friends and Mary Nelle Wright ter is everywhere and with the land that's not make believe.
and the sand pikes cooing that missing all of you and wishi
proper
bait
one time about the sheer beauty to the leisurely.
and
•iSquipment
you
looked all over the countryside to
We have been giving some ser- plaintive call perched on a chair you were here. But we're gl
The vacation thus far has re- pick a real, live orange from a can tell your favorite fish story ious thought to attending the Or- on the
and sanctity of an old couple joinpatio, and with the delic- you're there, or perhaps
ing hands to support each other vealed several startling facts to tree. It is not uncommon here, with facts and loot to substantiate lando exposition and may just do ious drowsiness of April in Flor- couldn't be here, and
since t
as they crossed the streets of life's me. One of them is that I can right now, tp see your favorite even the most discriminating brag- that. But we can't make any plans ida engulfing us; we'll say, "In- sivaion is at it is, we send
sleep- ..u.itil nine O'clock in the breakfast beverage growing right gart.
passing years.
until we see that Old Sol beckons dustry we can talk about in Ken- you our very best wishes from o
No visitor to St. Petersburg morning when the occasion pre- In a front yard, and without the
An architect oc contractor could us to do on that day. Have an idea tucky,. . . where's the sun lotion?" island in the sun.
leaves without visiting the highly sents Itself, and it is now! The
advertised Webb City. The "city" other is that the busy days in
has been written about in national Fulton steal from me the pleasure
magazines as being a combination a reading as much as I want to.
circus, carnival and panacea for With colorful shelves filled with
bargain hunters. Helen and I had leisure-time books and periodivisions of seeing a huge merch- cals I am "catching up" a little On
andine mart under a roof the size my all-time favorite pastime. I
of the Pentagon and Ellis didn't have read John Kennedy's 'Prodispel our imaginations because files in Courage," and this
she didn't want um to be disap- commend to you whole-heartedly.
pointed. Actually Webb City, or Dauphne Du Maurier's "Breaking
"old Doc Webb's place" as the Point," • collection of fascinating
natives call It, is an area several stories, I have devoured from
blocks long and square housing cover to cover. A. J. Cronin's
every imagineable kind of merch- "Shannon's Way," does not reandise that can be purchased by ceive any kudos from me, but havlegal tender. The one aspect of ing read most of his other, works,
Webb City, that undoubtedly I felt compelled to read it. Time,
makes it unique, is that a huge Ladies Home Journal, Look, Life
public address system booms into and the Saturday Evening Post
all the stores and the streets, blar- have never received more avid
ing forth the bargains of the mo- attention from me as they have
ment. For instance as we depart- these past few days. And of
ed, in some disenchantment, we course I can tell you most of the
heard the loud speaker say: "At- fine bargains in the Courier-Jourtention please. Here's a bargain in nal, for I have read even the want
the novelty department. Artificial ads in my favorite Kentucky
:et
roses, that regularly sell for 29 newspaper.
Ri
10 tol2Lbs.
rents, are now selling for Just IS
Helen is almost finished reading
bs
r cire
cents and this special lasts for Alec Waugh's "Island in the Sun,"
Whole or H•lf
arid although she says its fine, I
just thirty minutes."
Boneless
No Biloes Removed,
Shoppers started scurrying to must read it for purely esthetic
the novelty department at the reasons as you can well imagine
first mention of the bargain, not with such • setting as we have
even knowing what it was. People here.
are funny, and you can bet every
Friday, we again journeyed to
Texas
red hot penny you've got on that St. Petersburg for a bit of Kenstatement.
SlicedLb.49c
tucky comaraderie. Mack and
Corning home we drove along Joyce Sisk and their lovely little
the beach route from St. Pete to Susan flew in from Louisville for
Clearwater
The drive is lined a visit in St. Pete_ Mack will take
with hotels, motels, medium pric- off Sunday to attend the Southed and high priced shops and eastern Industrial Exposition in
Whole
every other kind of establishment Orlando where our very own
catering to customers with vaca- Elvis Stahl.. Jr. will be the princition arid rest aforethought This pal speaker Monday night. Joyce
is "ft oseam" in Florida. and we and Susan will stay in St. Pete
until he returns for a visit with
Mack's mother, who is with the
Veteran's
Administration Hospital
Mrs. Charles Lowe •
at nearby Bay Pines.
Florida, we think, can become
Our community extends symeasily a state of mind, or a way
24
pathy to the Noah Covington famof life. Last week's Time magaily in the death of their father
zine reported many facets of this
who passed away Sunday aftergrowing, txximing, bustling State.
noon from a heart attack.
You should read it And If you do,
Mrs. Christine Pierce is able to
we might just meet you coming
return to work after several days
this way as we wend our way
in Fulton Hospital.
home,
come Thursday or Friday.
Mrs. Myrtle Orleans is spending
This amazing bit of America
a few days with Mr and Mrs.
'an be all things to all people.
Riley Smith and Mrs. Evie ('toys.
I have thought so often of my
Sundayafternoon guests of Mr.
mother
and her love for flowers
C. E. Lowe were Rev. and Mrs.
and T have thought of my neighWarren Jones. Mr. and Mrs. Roy
bors The Grahams. the Callihams
Adams, Mr. and Mrs. Hubert
and the Mace McDedes. To them
ASP
Adams. of F'ulton and Guy Hicks
it would be. a Valhalla of the
and sister Dorothy of Greenfield.
fragrant
blossoms.
All
around
me
Mr. and Mrs !shun; Conner and
as I write this little message to
Mrs Virginia Hay visited friends
you I see bright red hybiseus,
in the rest home in Union City
peeping out from almost artificial
Sunday afternoon.
like bushes that surround all the
Mrs. Mattie Rogers has been on
houses around us. A strange lookthe sick list
ing plant that Ellis says is sea
Mrs. David McCollum has also
4C
6aC
:
n
..
grape welcomes the approach to
been sick.
the pier. Lilies, of the names
Mrs. Virginia Hay spent Tueiswish I knew are in full bloom,
day night and Wednesday of last
that look all the world like they
week with Mr. and Mrs. Claude
UFOs. 394
were placed there by the tender
Graddy.
Bottie
hand of the Greatest Grower of
Mrs Robert Rogers and daughthem all.
or French
ter Libby spent Sunday in Hickman visiting Mrs. Rogers parents
Bottle
Dressing
/
1
2
cti
Mr. and Mrs. R. R. Castleman.
6-0•4135c
or Catalina
Master Dennis Greer is the
Bottle a
Proud owner of • new pony.
and
13-0s. 130
HIGHEST VOTER TURNOUT
Bottle fa
For the highest percentage
BA4°UET FROZEN
turnout of voters in any east• Four kinds of each to choose
south-central state going to the
from
• Liberal trade-in alMEAT
polls in last November's election,
Can
Lb. 67
°
lowance
Kentucky has been awarded the
kA•
IL
Whitehouse
American Heritage Foundation's
TallCans
MIIK Eva')
ga.
Outstanding Citizenship
gave tOo
Award.
In Ctn,
Fulton Co-OperatIve
A total of 59.9 per cent of all KenCentral Avenue, Sooth Fulton
tucky civilians of voting age cast
PRICES FPI THIS AD
their vote in this election.
EFFECTIVE THRU
SATURDAY, APRIL 22
20 features, articles, stories.
OP
AVs :
2:45 — SUN. 1 P. M.
DIE GREAT ATLANTIC & PACIFIC TEA COMPANY, INC.
lion. Thru
Fri.
8 to 6
CLEANSER
DETERGENT
—PHONE 12—
Sat.
Sc Off Deal IlOo Off Deal
Ft to 8
AMERICA'S DEPENDABLE FOOD NUMMI SING 1559
'41611
k
7kg.
( Pg.
Pt, 34° I Cri 59

SUPER-RIGHT QUALITY FULLY MATURED BEEF

CHUCK ROAST
ARM OR
ENGLISH CUT BLADE
CUT

ROTARY TILLERS
LAWN MOWERS

COME SEE YOU'LL
Lb.
SAVE AT ASP
Lb.
Super-Right--Fully Matured
LOWEST PRICE IN MONTHS
Super-Right—Fully Cooked
Beef Rib Roast
Hams
Rib Steaks (Borm-ln) lb. 89c
Lb.
Super-Right—All Meat
Peeled,Deveined—Individually Frozen
Lb
(ByPiecethe)Lb. 39g
Star
Shrimp
3 Bag 1" Bologna
U. S. GOV'T INSPECTED TOP QUALITY
California
FRYING (:112tujaPrt9
Asparagus
Lb
Fresh,Tender,Green
Lb.
CHICKENS
Lb
29c
Firm
Lb.10(
RiPe
Bananas Fruit
Crisp 2Heads 250 JOHNSON PLEDGElone(Save 64) TI-o?tle 79c
Lettuce
Brand
4 16-0z.
Cans 49c
TOMATOES
Iona
Pole Beans Lvd. Lb. 19€ PEAS
Brand
4 17-0z.
Cans 490
Grapefruitzas..8ft'r 390 NORTHERN TISSUE(tzt)3 4-Roll
Pocks 98€
Cans 79c
3 46-0z.
Hi-C Grape Drink 3 tocz 950 PINEAPPLE JUICE
Can 99€
AC0::34 1-Lb.
Hi-C Fruit Punch 3 t.t. 95f BLACK PEPPER
/
1
4-Lb. 43€
WhiteParker or:1:1/Formula
1617;Ig:)2'Loaves
Hawaiian Punch 3 1°° BREAD Jane
KRAFT DRESSINGS
RHUBARB PIE Pa., (;7:) 39‘
French Dressing
55c
Miracle
MARVEL ICE MILK Fictnon
Italian
SHARP CHEESE nzdtsrd (Save 69c))Lb 590
Oil &Vinegar or...,

SOUTHERN STATES

dexo Shortening 3
6

55'

.59

2

print

, drip

Blue Detergent
Silverdust

FULTON

FRIDAY AND SATURDAY
ialt9111
EIV"
EASTMANCOLOR
A CONTINENTAL DLSTRIOUL IMO Inc Re....

thin

SUNDAY THRU WEDNESDAY
DEAN
Ir6MAN Mak I/71
7Ir
AIIL IN A

3)°
'

DETERGENT

'
1 35°

Box

Can a
C:
22

Dash
DETERGENT

ISOK,35. MACM.63$

MVO I ariia

4.1•1

MAY

MAC'S FAMOUS

Duz

Barbecue

Box

Pt. 79'1

I

FANTASY NUS

35c

3 6oz. Cans 59c

Dreft

I Pinto Beans
YOUNG'S DRIED

et. 1571 pt. 33° r.:78° I

Faultless Starch

2

77°

CHAU 11 SANBORN

Spic & Span

Coffee

MANOR

73° 11°:. 29°
NORTHERN PAPER

Napkins

2
39°
P FROZEN ORANGE JUICE

12oz. Cans ea.

WOMAN'S DAY :roe 104

Food gtores

PREMIUM

1 Kotex or Ferns

Joy

47€

39cI'

7.: 330

Pkg. 38
°

-&ark Gus,getzi

VM1or'

2

PERFUMED OR PLAIN

WARD DETIROSIF

l'Ealsccus:

(Save 6c)

77°

Vaseline

14614IVOR% it
Utl'a Alf OfifS OS DUNE fa

79'

Ivory Snow

Ivory Liquid

DINNERS

STRAWBERRIES

Giant 68;

Lestoil

Can

^

SA ect

sc

19

•PIERCE STATION

ids

ID

69

I

OPEN-PIT

87°

DORM%

Barbecue Sauce Instant Coffee

7.7 760
r3.5°I r,'49°(
27°
BANQUET T. V. DINNERS 47c ea.
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Mrs. Carey Meade •

named distinguished professor of
public affairs at the University of
Massachusetts.
This public affairs professorship
was established under a Ford
Forme' U. S. Senatoi from KenFoundation grant and is designed
tucky, Earle C. Clements has been
to bring to the campus persons
who have held top-level positions
in federal, state or local governments.
Appointees serve on a on -semester basis, teaching in the Department of Government at the
university.

Its "Professor"
Clements Now

From

arm
Merwreirl
low down paymesZirk as'
and Easy Terms

BENNETT

ELECTRIC

How to get rid
of "lost acres"
with

DAVCO
3G

SU FEE •MIENYrrk-

Wright Enters Festival
Jimmy Wright, Fulton High junior and KENNEL cartoonist, entered the art division of the District Music and Arts Festival held
In Arlington. Kentucky on February .18, 1961. The contest wog
sponsored by the Kentucky Federation of Women's Clubs.
Jimmy represented the local
club with his entry of an abstract
pastel drawing entitled "Reflections". This entry received favorable mention from the judges.

STAR LITE
Fulton-Union

City

Highway

WED-TMR-FRI., April 19-20-21
(Starts at 840)
G. I. BLUES
With Elvis Presley
Also—starts at 7:00
THE FEARMAKERS
With Dana Andrews

v,sr acres are made by
po,fita you never took in
b,cause your land didn't
produce top yields. When
),,u use DAVCO 3G, you
get extra yield without
extra labor . . it's like
lifeline lost acres you
Cr knew you had.
grade of
There's a
TIAX'CO 3G for every
kind of soil.

SATURDAY APRIL 22
(Starts at 8:40)
FIVE BRANDED WOMEN
With Vera Miles
Also—starts at 7:00 and 10:25
TEN DAYS TO TULARA
With Sterling Hayden

Federal Agencies Start Mapping
One Leg Of 'Great River Road'

Superintendent W L. Holland
announced Friday afternoon that
Mr. Randall Cunningham of
school term would be extendthe
sufferBowling Green, Kentucky
ed to June 2, in order to complete
ed an accident Saturday while on
a full nine and a fourth months
duty with Bass and Company
Also planned along this drive of school. He explained .j.hat the
Two federal agencies have start- would parallel the Mississippi
Lumber Company when his foot
was caught breaking six bones. ed mapping the Tennessee leg of River from north in Minnesota to Ii an upland park area in the students would benefit from the
extended year by having more
He was immediately rushed to the the proposed "Great River Road" the Gulf of Mexico. The super- Fishgap Hill area.
A spur of Great River Road time to satisfactorily complete
hospital where the bones were which would extend from Mem- highway would pass through Tenriver.
nessee just east of the
would branch off at L.assiter's their courses of study.
set and his foot put into a cast. phis to the Kentucky border.
Many other schools continue unPresent plans call for the road,
The accident happened in OwensMapping is being done by the Corner and run west along the
boro, but he is now a patient in a which would be a divided high- National Park Service and Bureau southern tip of Reelfoot Lake. til June and it is hoped that the
This section would conic to an end students of F HS. will accept this
Bowling Green Hospital so get- way, to run through the entire of Public Roads.
west- fact and not complain, for they
well wishes are sent out by all west section of Obion County aFrom Dyersburg the highway at Champey's Pocket, the
Reell.ake and have had several vacations during
relatives and friends around this long the eastern shore of
would craw Obion River at Dew ernmost tip of Reelfoot
foot Lake.
point another scenic the year. By the way, April Fool.
locality.
Drop near Cloverdale. From there from this
of
Spurring off from the road
follow the Grafi° Road to drive would begin at a )unction
Mr. and Mrs. Newell Newton
would
it
Highway 78.
would be two scenic drives, one
Lassiter's Corner where plans call the river road and
and children of Detroit, Michigan
drive
in Oblon County along the bluffs
From this the scenic
are here on vacation with relaTwo 2I-Cubir foot
for it to follow Highway 22
near Walnut Log and the other on
would run to Cates Landing on
tives Mr. and Mrs. B. G. Casey. through Samburg.
Lake,
from
Reelfoot
and
of
River
side
west
Mississippi
the
the
Mesdames Buren Austin and
Chest Type Freezers
North of Samburg it would there it would generally follow
paralleling the Mississippi River
Seldom McClain worked District
leave Highway 2€ and swing west- the Mississippi levee to Hickman
running to Hickman.
and
Cross
Red
the
of
behalf
EACH $235.00
No. 1 in
the Walnut Log Road,
The road, long in planning. ward to
where it would join the Great
and a good response was reported
and would follow it north into River Road.
last week.
Kentucky . . . along the foot of
(Only two to sell)
Mrs. Eric Cunningham of Dresthe Chickasaw Bluffs.
bedthe
at
here
is
Tennessee
suggested
den,
One scenic tour is
SOUTHERN STATES
side of her father Mr. Ed Frields.
along the top of the bluffs, leaving
He remains in bed nursing a brokthe road near Bruer Hill and runPatton Co-Operative
comen hip, but is resting quite
ning north following the old HickAvenue, South Fallen
Central
writing.
this
fortably at
man-Dyersburg Road along the
A 23 year-old Hickman man.
Mrs. Maud Vincent and 9011
bluffs and paralleling the Great Robert Hamblin, apparently took
Minniee left for Phoenix, Arizona
William Arthur liefley, assistant River Road.
his own life on the levee road
a few days ago for several weeks
This drive would then rejoin southwest of Hickman last Wedcashier at the National Bank of
with
visit
will
They
Wilson
visit and rest.
in Jackson. Tenn., died the Greet River Road at
nesday morning. His body was
Commerce
NOTICE: Car Ownersi
Mrs. Ola Maupins and her sons
found by Is Hickman farmer.
at 2:25 April 3 at the General Hill in Kentucky.
Granville and Jack Maupins.
Jackson, where he had
in
Hospital
hooked
evidently
BUY YOUR SEAT
had
Hamblin
Mr. and Mrs. Jackie Warren,
been a patient for six weeks.
a garden hose to the exhaust pipe
COVERS at
ntipitals of a week ago have movwere held Aprti 4 at
Services
it
of his 1956 Chevrolet, run
ed to their new home on DukeFuneral Home Chapel
Griffin
locked
then
and
window
a
through
dom-Latham highway where they
with burial in Hollywood cemehimself in the car.
had already set-up with furnishtery at Jackson.
He had recently returned from
Aubra Cruse, Union City police
Installed Free
ings.
Rev.
late
the
of
son
the
He was
officer, was shot in the stomach the service and was supposed to be
Rev. James Holt filled his reguGraves Hefley and Mrs. late Friday morning by his wife. in Memphis looking for work He
William
lar appointment at New Salem
Lou Ella Gardner Hefley. His Mrs. Viola Cruse. The shooting left notes for his mother and an
Baptist Church the past Sunday
Prop
father was pastor of the First took place an the Henning Road. unidentified girl friend, but they
at 11 a. m. The spring revival
Methodist Church in Fulton many • gravel road off the Troy high- contained no reason or motive for
closed at the Saturday night serago.
years
way about one mile from Union suicide.
vice after a weeks duration. Fine
He leaves his wife. Mrs. Cora City.
sermons were delivered by Rev.
Adockc Hefley; and four
Ellen
Mrs. Cruse stated that she borHenry Davis of Paris, Tennessee,
sisters, Miss Stella G. Hefley of
rowed • neighbor's car and drove
visiting minister and the church
Mrs. Robert S. Fletcher out the road. She found her husJackson,
is greatly revived. There were
of Jackson, Mrs. John M. Marth band and another woman parked
three additions, two re-dedications
In Operation 61 Tears
of Martin and Mrs. Carl Hen- on the road and she decided to
as the results_
dricks of Lebanon, Va.
the
of
out
got
he
When
him.
scare
to
continues
Ainley
Mrs. Dewey
car, she took a 38 caliber pistol out
improve at her home near here,
• Large Display •
of her purse and fired two shots
after undergoing surgery at FulWell Lighted At Night •
•
of
one
only
Apparently
him.
at
ler-Morgan Hospital in Mayfield
• Open Sunday Afternoons •
a few weeks ago.
Mrs. Kate Rodgers Chambers, the shots hit him.
The other woman fled the scene
Mrs. Jennie Johnson has been 82. of 1703 Schackelford Road.
on the critical list during the past Nashville, Tennessee. died of a and Mrs. Cruse took her husband
()WELD:
ruuroN
J. B. MANESS & SONS
week. There is no hope for the heart attack March 22 in a local to the Union City hospital She
AD 5.2291
CALL 124
is now in the custody of the
aged lady according to our last hospital.
Greenfield. Tenn
report.
Mrs_ Chambers. a native of county authorities.
Little Howell Bynum has re- Franklin County, Tenn., resided
covered from a siege of red ears. in Dickson. Tenn., and Fulton. Ky.,
He is now able to be getting out before moving to Nashville in
housewife
again after some medication.
1919. She was the daughter of
Mr. Buton Lassiter was stricken Wiliam P. and Mary Gooch Rodsulesman
with a deep siege of cold tee past gers. She was married to Marshall
secretary
week.
C. Chambers in 1902.
Mrs. Lucy Pettit shows no sign
Funeral services were conducted
clerk
of improvement since our last March 24 at Marshall-Connelly
production worker
write-up.
and Combs Funeral Home.
Bridges are in a deplorable conSurvivors include two sons.
plant manager
ditions due to heavy rains and Martin R. Chambers, advertising
mailman
some repaies got underway last salesman for Newspaper Printing
week by the highway crew. Corp., and M. C. Chambers, empresident
company
Traveling has slowed down on ploye of American Airlines; a
union steward
both the Farmer and McClain daughter, Mr, I. R. Uffelman.
levees.
Clarksville; eight grandchildren
school teacher
and two great-grandchildren.
student
CELEBRATES DOCTOR DAY
The Fulton-Hickman Medico
professional man
Auxiliary celebrated Doctor's Dtiy
office manager
in this area on April 13. This was
Funeral services for Mrs Wilthe anniversary of the first ovarian operation performed in Ken- lie Brown Scofield, well known
resident of Fulton for many years
tucky with the use of either.
were held April 9 at the Whitnel
Funeral Home. Rev. J. L. Leggett
HASTINGS MADE COLONEL officiated. Burial was in Fairview
Dan Hastings, local leader in cemetery.
the Little League program and
Mrs. ScottieId, 90. died April 7
other boys organizations in the at Hopkinsville. She was born in
twin-cities, has been commission- Hickman County, the daughter of
ed a Kentucky Colonel by Gov- the late R. S. and Nannie Chrisernor Bert Combs. Harry Hancock tine McNeilly Brown.
made the presentation last week.
She was a member of the First
Methodist Church.
Survivors include three sisters,
Mrs. Hershel Grogan of Fulton,
Mrs. R. M. Peeples of Cedar
Rapids, Iowa, Mrs. J. J. Edwards
of Metropolis and two brothers,
FOR HOSPITAL CARE
Lester Brown of Fulton and 0. X:
Brown of Detroit, several niege's
and nephews and several mat
nieces and great nephews.

DEATHS

Hickman Man Found
Dead In His Car

William Arthur /Idle),

Union City Policeman
Shot By His Wife

S. P. MOORE CO.
Dale Breeden,

1

SUN-MON-TUE, April 23-25
(Starts at 8:40)
THE RAT RACE
Tony Curtis, Debbie Reynolds
Also--starts at 7:00
COP HATER
With Robert Loggia

TV REPAIR
BROWDER
MILLING CO.
Phone 900

Fulton, Ky.

All Makes and Model's
•
MOTOROLA
Sales and Service
•

Wade Television
Ill Lake St

Phone 4M1

,
1
1111RIMEm(r.REPIRM

Call Us To Save
Money On Repairs
satisfied customer Is our
best testimonial. That la
ohl Re Flee you fast, efficient, technical service and
low rates on TV repairs. It
all adds-op to saving yes
money!
Anr•rioax t-,.1111ed

Roper Television
306

Phone "Ur

Main Street

UTrataillt DROP
SHORICAlliS
140011
Sitted

ItASCAA

s GUDE
soli-iising flour

Greenfield Monument Works

Kate R. Chambers

1

Mrs. Willie B. Scofield I

THEY
ALL
AGREE
ON

11,04414
cuP buttermilk
314 cupsour milk
or
icairbirties

Svootened s

crittobly;
roisture
each
until
'tortoni:rig tablespoons for
about.
1
V.
42.6'
111
using 3
sugar. CUt
Bake at shortcaxes.
spoonstul,
sheet.
and
Maaes 6
tot flour uroo hygreased belting
borstal'.
ll
a
witts
add
'shortcake, onto
Slice and
palpates.
lb
tablespoons

!SCHOOL YEAR
EXTENDED

suger

RANCH HOUSE

LeltiCROY.
RiffiZqflff

Clyde Whitlock
Clyde Whitlock, 54, former
Hickman County resident, died
April 7 at his home in Bisbee.
Arizona following a long illness.
Funeral services were held at 2
p. m. April 11 at the Hornbeak
Funeral Home. Rev. Thomas
Smithmier officiated. Burial was
in the Water Valley cemetery.
Survivor's include his wife, Mrs.
Margaret Weaks Whitlock; three
brothers, Hershel Whitlock of
Fulgham, Audrey Whitlock of
Wingo and Elmus (Red) Whitlock
of Wingo; a sister, Mrs. Lula Vaden of Wingo and several nieces
and nephews.

Feed Your Hogs

SELF-RISING

BROWDER'S
Snecial Fog Ration

FLOUR

A Completely Balanced
Ration For Fast, Efficient Gain

Browder Milling Co.
Fulton, Ky

FOR SURGICAL BENEFITS

Over 794,000 Kentuckians have Blue Cross, and more than 702,000 hese Blue Shield
They know these approved plans for health care will help them meet the oust o'
illness and accident when they need It most.
Blue ('roes-Blur Shield have never Canceled Membership — Because of Axe, ReUrement, or when a person developed a chronic or insurable physical condition.

YOUR FAMILY NEEDS BLUE CROSS-BLUE SHIELD
THERE ARE TWO WAYS TO APPLY:
GROUP:
Most people loin where they work. If you
work where there are 5 or more persons,
learn about the advantages of a Blue CrossBlue Shield Group Plan.
Additional Advantages
Depends of deceased members may continue their
protection.
Children reaching age 19
or marrying before age Ill
may continue their protection.
BLUE COOSS
APPROVED BY THE
AMERICAN HOSPITAL
ASSOCIATION

FAMILY OR INDIVIDUAL:
If you are a Kentuckian, 64 or under, In
good health, and work where there are less
than 10 employees, you may apply direct.
Mail the coupon below.

APPLY NOW — MAIL THIS COUPON
BLUE CROSS-BLUE SHIELD
3101 Bardstown Road

1A

A

I

Louisville 5, Kontorky
N.., woo oo n, .E.11.1,o, ler rue Gnu end III. Weld. I am
KimenckLa•
64 yet. el ego or ...Mc, RAI work gam.. Ow. are Less Him 10 emp,oyam.
NAME
ADDRESS
CITY

PPM

NAME OF COMPANY WHERE EMPLOYED

BLUE SHIELD
SPONSORED IT 'me
LIENTOCXY STATE
MEDICAL ASSOCIATION

FARM BUREAU MEMBERS: See Your Farm Bureau Agent

I
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BUT BIG - YALU DID IT

•

FOOD STORES

t

Low,Low Prices -- FREE TOP VALUE STAMPS -- Plus Free Prizes
All At The Friendliest Store In Town ... With More Change Back!

Wayn• Emison, Mgr.
(FORMERLY U-TOTE-EM)
MORE CHANGE BACK

00 IN FREE PRIZES

*TS

re.

ELECTRIC

BICYCLE

Fulton

MIXER

VAL. $39.95
Won by Mrs. Helen
Dunn.

Eils
FRY
Rindless. Sugar Cured Layer Pack

BACON 2 Lbs.

79c

VAL. $43.95

3 FOR

_ 25c

Drawing
Sat. April 29

LIBBY'S

2 303 Cans _ _ _ _ 39c

QT.

MAYONNAISE

10c
29c

BLACKEYE PEAS
SPRING FRESH PRODUCE

POTATOES 10 Lb. Bag 49c
RUBY RED SEEDLESS
GRAPEFRUIT 5 Lb. Bag 29c

COFFEE
COFFEE

CRISP, SWEET, PASCAL

10c
CELERY Stalk
LETTUCE Fresh,Crisp Head 10c
WASHINGTON RED WINESAP

Doz.

39c

CAKE MIX

29c

LIBBYS

3 3 1/4 oz.

PEAS 5 303 cans $1.00

LIBBYS

Libbys Golden Cream Style

LIBBYS

37c

Libbys Deep Brown 14 oz

Pork & Beans 2 29c

TOMATO JUICE 1.00

Libbys Pineapple-G-fruit

DRINK 4 at. For 89c

PICKLES 12 oz. _ _ 23c

39c

MERIT
LB.

15c

CHASE & SANBORN INSTANT 6 OZ.
CHASE & SANBORN 1 LB. CAN

PIES

CORN 5 303 cans $1.00

3 46oz. Cans

Libbys H-burger Sliced Dill

2 FOR

Libby Garden Sweet

POTTED MEAT _ _ 39c

59c
79c

39c

MORTONS
CHERRY
22oz.
CAMPBELLS

Lb.

5c

LIBBY

ORANGE JUICE 26 oz. cans 49c

you..
L.!......

10c
Can
TOMATO SOUP
ICE CREAM Swifts 1/2 Gal. .... 69c

BLACK PEPPER
45c
n
‘laC

BOOTHS

$1.00
is acsED 83"i011
DETERGENT (Diaper Sweet) 24 oz. _ _ _ 39c

McCORMICK

39c

4 Oz. Can
BEEF STEW Austex can •••• 39c
WATER SOFTENER Raindrops 24 oz. _ 29c
I

FREE
SEEDS
INSIDE
TWO PACKAGES BURPEE SEEDS
IN SPECIALLY MARKED SACKS

10 lbs. 109

100—FREE STAMPS

50—FREE STAMPS

50—FREE STAMPS

100—FREE STAMPS

s.Ith this coupon and purchase of
2 Lb. Brundlge

with this coupon and purchase of
A 53c Size or Larger of

with this coupon and purchase of
2 Jars of 20 oz. Jasnito

with this coupon and purchase of
A 2 Lb Can of

Pure Country SAUSAGE

TOOTH PASTE

PRESERVES or JAM

Johnson's PASTE WAX

EXPIRES APRIL 22

EXPIRES APRIL 22

EXPIRES APRIL 22

EXPIRES APRIL 22

Drawing
Sat. May 13

PEARS 303 can _ 29c

Box

PANCAKE MIX

NEW,GREEN LOUISIANA

KOTEX Reg. Box
DOVE SOAP 3 Bars

Drawing
Sat. May 6

27c

OLEO

10 Lb. BAG WASH,CLEAN, RED

MOTOROLA
T. V.
VAL.$179.95

LARGE BOX

AUNT JEMIMA

2 300 Cana

KITCHEN KRAFT

HI-Fl SET
VAL.$99.95

25C

PILLSBURY White. Yellow and Choc.

BABY FOOD

FREE

FREE

59c

CRACKERS

HEINZ STRAINED JAR

JUST REGISTER EVERY
VISIT TO OUR STORE!

39c

14 oz.
Bottles

STAR KIST
Green Label 1/2 Size can

TUNA

NO PURCHASE REQUIRED

Whole, Lb.

NABISCO

MUSSF.I.MANS

CABBAGE

Drawing
Sat. April 22

Won by Idella Payne

KRAFT

PUFFIN SWEETMILK or BUTTERMILK

APPLES

SEWING
MACHINE
VAL. $79.95

•CHICKEN PARTS•
Back & Neck Lb. 29c
69c
Breasts Lb.
39c
Wings Lb.
59c
Thighs Lb.
_ 99c
Livers Lb.
55c
Legs Lb.

CATCHUP 2
APPLE SAUCE

ELECTRIC
ROTISSERIE
VAL. $54.00

GOVERNMENT GRADE A

PIG FEET . .. .. Lb. 121/2c

BISCUITS

FREE

PURNELL'S PRIDE ...

NICE. MEATY FRO

i-22911

FREE

FREE

FREE

TES

CS
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They Said "It Couldn't Be Done!"

Ai

lnue unthat the
.".-ept this
or they
9 during
t-11 Foul.

1Th

with this coupon and purchase of

Of 6 LIGHT BULBS

terstate 24, with control points at
Nashville and Cairo, Ill., may be
located in such a way that it
would be linked to the western
end of the Turnpike, thereby making it an even more important
part of Kentucky's system of major highways."
The traffic study for the proposed location was made by Wilbur Smith and Associates, New
Haven, Conn., the same firm
which provided traffic studies on
the Eastern Kentucky Toll Road.
Combs said, "We are ready to
start moving with final designs
and financing of the West Kentucky Turnpike. The market conditions appear to be favorable.
The success of the Eastern Kentucky bonds is encouraging.

INDIANA

LEGEND
WEST KENTUCKY
TOLL ROAD
==
=
I=
INTERSTATE

Mt Merlon
L.:somas

TENTATIVE
INTERSTATE 24

rli.lbtathlow

CsAtrol
CIT A

R ND
WEBEIa

SPECIALS

St
the
lem,

Thei
poin
the
I en
you
pure
the
find

Baby Dolls and
Waltz Length Gowns
Your Choice

you
Rayon Tricot
with Angel Lace
Trim, Sizes
Mod. &

FIELD FENCING WIRE

that

you
TI

—3 Roll minimum
—Cash off truck
—Dellvery April fetb

Pennies Above Cost!

GIRLS WHITE BOBBY SOX

SOUTHERN STATES
Fallen C.-Operative
Central Avenue, South Fulton

T ERNES SelE E

Route Of New Toll Road Has Approval
Of Combs, Engineers and H-way Dept.
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BLACK CAT SPECIAL
LARGE SIZE 12.14

13 DISH CLOTH

Try Old
Glenm9re

A modern network of highways tucky Lake, the new Barkley Lake, highways between Elizabethtown
for Kentucky came closer to reali- the new Rough River Lake, the and that area are inadequate, furty when Gov. Bert Combs gave his new Lake Malone and the Penny- ther plans call for the building of
approval to routing for the West rile Forest State Park, and would a modern highway through this
encourage traffic to move into
Kentucky Toll Road.
area linking Western Kentucky
The route proposed begins at these recreational areas. Combs and Central and Eastern Kenthe Kentucky Turnpike at Eliza-' said, "Prospective investors with tucky."
bethtown and extends westward I whom I have talked are impressed
He noted that this would give
toward Paducah on a line that! by the fact that it would provide
a more direct connection between
would pass in the vicinity of i a modern traffic facility to serve
West and Eastern Kentucky
the
recreational
Letchfield, Beaver Dam, Central. these parks and
Turnpikes. The location of the
Madisonville,i areas."
City, Greenville,
Ward's recommendation to the new highway is approximately
Princeton and Eddyville.
midway between the Kentucky
The Governor's decision on the Governor noted that the northborder on the Ohio River and the
route was made after reviewing easterly route, which had the adborder and
Kentucky-Tennessee
Owensboro
the
Highway ' vantage of Serving
recommendations by
would serve the interests of those
Commissioner Henry Ward. Ward and Henderson areas, was abanas north of
residing south az well
_
said a report from Brighton Engi- doned when the Bureau of Public
it.
neering Company, consulting engi- Roads moved Interstate 64 in Inof
north
neers for the project, stated that diana to a location just
this route offers a more direct line Evansville. He said this places a
miles
between Elizabethtown and Pa- free expressway within 20
Henderducah and would draw traffic of either Owensboro or
Louisfrom the primary roads which in- son, with travel distance to
tersect throughout its entire ville comparable to that of the
length. The Brighton Company proposed northern route.
The route approved by the Govsurvey showed the location would
existing
serve an area widely by-passed by ernor roughly parralrels
recomthe Federal interstate system and U. S. 62. Ward said he
be"sorely in need of adequate high- mended the "southern" route
that
ways to serve its industrial, min- cause traffic studies showed
traffic
ing, agricultural, commercial and a considerable amount of
from Western Kentucky was to
recreational facilities."
area.
Frankfort
Lexingtonthe
this
approving
The Governor in
Ward said, "While the existing
route, noted it would serve Kenss-

93CPkg.

Because It Is

THREE-PIECE GARDEN SETS

*Chill Filtered

Trowel Cultivator, Fork

LADIES HALF SLIP
100% Acetate

.41•111P

Rayon Tricot Slip
Beautiful Rose
Medallion Trimmed.
I" Lac* Around
Bottom.

Feed Your Hogs

BROWDER'S
40%
SUPPLEMENT

SOW,J. •IIIIITAITIF
Mn. R4.

RoNt

CLEAN - UP SPECIALS!
)Reg. $2.49)

Browder

Milling Co.

Fulton, Ky.

FEATURING
cHAR[DAL 11101110 st1',.• ( ..

$2.47
50c

50,4

$1 Size
Jar

Apple Blossom Toiletries 44c

B-F-G New Treads
You can double—even triple your tire mileage If you
way truck operators do let us put factory-built
.
do the
NG New Treads on your present tires. Full-depth
treads with some proven, skid-resisting performance
as tires costing two and three times as much!

Regularly 59c Cologne, Shampoos, Blue and Pink
Lotions, Floral Bouquet.
EXTRA - LARGE SIZE

SIZE 6:70-15

10.95

• Applied le helm",Impeded Sm anino—plas

es•ssisb6 lloss

LADIES & GIRLS liF11133
HOLLYWOOD STYLE PANTIES
Made of Wonderblend

2 TIres...s2 Down
1

STOP AT THE SIGN OF
THE SMILING TIRE!

„Vier

:%
if7,
B Ulood lc(

Chas. Scates Stores
FULTON

LAKE STREET
1

$2.17

(Reg. $3.49)
20-GALLON Garbage Cans with Cover

VETO CREAM
Deodorant

OF THE FAMOUS

With Your Home
Grown Grain

10-GALLON Garbage Can With Cover

BROOMS

MP=
AA 04111111

BELL TAVERN

98c Rog.

Size M & L

MEMPHIS
CLARIDGE

Nolsodylnows tires like

your

B.F.(oodrielt Rmilenire Dealer
,1311604 A101^1011e

TC
6
0

Distsibansi Sy
Bryant Dear. CR.
Oesasnese, Ky.

Food Buyers Asked To Be Cautious
When Fake Ingredients Are Added

•

67c

REGULARLY 98c

PINT $150
•Henrelmosea 1111m= sot —
ornmollmr ROUrbell Reflooess N len in
PO PROGP KY STRAIGHT
100111044 WHiSICRY

k

'Dynamite' dinners featuring the part of both consumers and
adulterated meats which have retailers. The larger meat procesbeen treated with sulfite are be- sors, who sell to chain stores and
ing served to many unsuspecting supermarkets, are far less likely
families throughout the state. to risk their business and reputaDynamite or embalming fluid is tions by
illegally preserving
the butcher's nickname for this meats than are the small local
additive, sulfite, whose use in packers who may be tempted to
meats and meat products is pro- adulterate their products.
hibited by both state and federal
pure food laws.
The presence of sulfite preservatives can only be detected by
chemical analysis. When added to
Come to Ste
meats, it conceals spoilage and
decomposition and enchances the
appearance of the food by helping
to maintain its color. The human
body can tolerate small doses of
the additive until large quantities
have been consumed. Then the
person's system reacts, and colic,
diarrhea, circulation or nervous
It" AIR CONDITIONED
disturbance, and even death may
result.
• FREE PARKING
Food inspectors feel that the
housewife herself is partially re• PRIM TV IN EVERY SOON
sponsible for meat processors
adulterating their products with
• I PINE RESTAURANTS
Many
preservatives.
artificial
shoppers believe that the best test
• CHILDREN UNDER 14 FRIEE
for freshness is bright red color,
. sw FIST FROM MEMPHIS'
but this is not always true. FreDOWNTOWN AIRPORT
quently fresh meat may appear
pale or slightly brown after it is
• COMPLETELY REMODEL=
exposed to air. Since consumers
are likely to reject this as "old"
meat, some processors add sulfite.
It can be used on all fresh meats,
but is particularly common in
ground beef or sausage.
While food authorities believe
that presently there are few processors in the state who are guilty
of this practice, it is a problem
that requires constant vigilance on

$1."

FOUR Mir FOR

"Potentially," Ward said, "In-

Girls
5.... 2 film

1.4414es
Sizes 5 thru

43c

59c
Value

33c

v.1.. 1
4
10004
1
111111111
, 11111111
H
49c

Tempered Steel Grass Shears
6 - INCH Cut: Overall Length
68c
11 1/4! $1.39 VALUES

BALDRIDGE'S
5- 10- 25c STORE
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Facts About Colleges And Qualifying Tests

9

I-

The Fulton News, Thursday, April 20, 1961 KEA Spring Vacation
The annual KEA meeting wi
be held this year at Lduisvill
Kentucky, on April 6 and 7. TY
students of Fulton High will has
these two days as their spring se
cation.
Mr. Charles Thomas will seta
as the delegate from FHS ac
Mrs. M. W. H.awes will be the a'
ternate delegate. A large percet
of the faculty is also planning I
attend.

Mrs. Bennett has some informaprice ,the distance from home, the which you are interested in.
This information will be sent to tion bulletins on it, or you may
religious activities ,and the faciliStudents of today, as those of ties of the school. Many graduat- you, free of charge and will con- write to American College Testing
the past, are faced with the prob- ing seniors remark; "I can't af- tain not only information on your Program, Box 168. Iowa City,
lem; "How to Choose a College." ford a college." Little do the stu- specific field, but also general in- lowg. You must send in the reigisThere . are many factors and dents realize that they may obtain formation on the college. By com- tratien- slip three weeks before
points to be considered. One of • loan from the government or paring colleges in this way, you this lest is given
the first questions asked is; "Will from a relative; they may be giv- can best choose your school.
When you have decided, make
CEEB Tests
I enjoy going to this college?" If en a scholarship; or a job at the
you attend a college which your college can pay from $200 to $800 an application. This is usually
College
The
Entrance Examiparents picked (the one sd'me of a year. The distance isn't too much - done shortly after the first senation Board is a non profit memthe relatives attended), you may of a problem, for most students mester of your senior year. Do
Accurate
bership association composed of
find that the college doesn't fit attend a school no more than 300 this by filling out an application
college and school representatives.
WORKMANSHIP
your standard. Attend a college miles from their home. A student blank from the college in which
Perhaps its best-known activity
that fibs your needs, don't tit should find a college where the you wish to enroll. If one was not
At Low Cost
is its program of college entrance
sent
when
you
received
your
genamount
of
religious
activities
fill
yourself to the college.
Watches, Clocks and Time
tests required by many colleges
The next problems concern the his needs, but the school doesn't eral information bulletin, you can
Pieces of All Kinds Accuhave to have certain religious Una obtain one by writing to the same as part of their admissions prorately Repaired at Low Cost
cedure and by sponsors of some
The facilities of the college are address as given above.
by—
scholarship programs.
important and should be conFollow the directions on the apFeed Your Hogs
The tests are administered on
Four brand-new Quill and Scroll members pose for a picture In the
sidered in your decision. If the plication carefully; and after all
ANDREWS
school offers no agreeable courses, forms have been completed, mall scheduled dates during the year new KENNEL room. They are, from left to right, Martha Lee DeMyer,
test
centers
at
100
all
over
the
Jewelry Company
the teachers are uninterested, and them to the Director of Admisthe classes dull, hunt for another sions. You will be notified on world. The one nearest Fulton is Mary Bondurant, Kill Leneave and Lynn Williamson. Incidentally, at
Mayfield.
the time this picture was made, the four did not know of their election
school.
whether or not your application
The Scholastic Aptitude Test,
The last but probably the most has been accepted, and just exto the chapter.
Achievement
Test,
and
Writing
important question is; "Is the actly what to do to prepare for
With Your Home
Sample are separate tests. The
school accredited?" This is of the college. From Th, FON
IKENWILL •
college of one's choice may rgGrown Grain
great importance, for if the colHAY&
quire only one or two of the dilege is not, it may mean the difUK Placement Tests
The Sensational New Inventioe
visions.
forence between the students beSutheriand's
"MD" Truss
A student cannot De registered
The University of Kentucky
coming a success or a failure.
Fulton, Ky
No Belts — No Straps —
Many employees of big firms and Placement Test is a test given to for tests unless his application is
No Odors
companies want students that all Kentucky senior students. The received in the College Board ofFour new members were.elect- quirements, a student's name may
Approved by Doctors — The,
have gone to accredited schools. test is given in four parts: verbal, fice four weeks prior to the date
be
submitted
by
a
Q&S
World's
Most Comfortable
member
Follow the steps above and you numerical, science, and social of the test. The application fee is ed to the Quill and Scroll at the
for nomination. He must then be
Truss
last meeting. Bill Leneave, junior,
will find that choosing a college studies- Questions are asked con- $4.00.
elected by the local chapter and
To secure further information
cerning these four fields of study.
isn't quite so hard.
CITY
DRUG
CO.
Martha DeMyer, Mary BoncLurant approved by the national secreThe report of each students and to make an application, write: and Lynn Williamson, all sopho408 Lake St.
Fulton
score is sent back to the school College Entrance Examination mores, will begin their member- tary.
College Application
and reported to the student by the Board. Box 592, Princeton, New ship at the opening of the next
It is a good idea to consider principal. The scores reveal a stu- Jersey.
school year.
erage
yrs RAYS A PARTY
Tour Pavorite
several colleges in your junior dent's rank in a group by indicatBill, who at the present time
year and obtain information on ing the precent of students falling
manager
on
the
serves
as
sales
them, so you will have sufficient below him.
• NEW HOPE NEWS KENNEL staff, began his high
time to make your decision as to
The test is for placement in the
By Mrs. Elmer Walston
which college best fits your needs
school newspaper career as the
University of Kentucky if the stuWhen you have made • list at
assistant sales manager. Other
dent plans to attend there. This
WIN ES
X\6/11'IQUOR
several colleges you are interestMr. and Mrs- Earl Williams notable writing achievements inTO HELP PROTECT
test is compulsory before or at
in
the
top
five
ed in, write to the Director of
clude
his
placing
visited
Mr.
and Mrs. Paul Williams
the
time
of
entrance
to
this
school.
OF
LIFE"
THE "PRIME
Conservation Most complete stock In
Admissions, name of college, city
bracket of the
Fulton. Ky.
These percentage scores can also in Crutchfield last Sunday afterand state, and request a bulletin
Theme contest last year and his
West Kentucky
You've bent hoping for • for44244 Lake Street
be. sent to the college of each per- noon.
extra
pothis
—
with
Second
Place
prize
mula like
Requirements of any applicant
Mrs. Pauline
Gunter spent receiving the
son's choice.
tency to support a positive sense
are the following: Male citizen;
Thursday afternoon with Mr. and in the district in the same conof well-beate and mental alertat least 17 years old; unmarried;
test this year. He works as linoMrs.
Carl
Phillips.
FULL QUART MOO
Service Scholarships
ness. It provides important Imohigh school graduate—(juniors
Mr. and Mrs. Clifford Seybert type operator at the Leader office
tropes. as well as the more comare not eligible); 20/20 vision;
The purpose of the NROTC of Miami, Florida visited Mr. and after school and on Saturdays.
plete sttamin-mineral protectimi
heart mad lungs normal; and they scholarships is to educate and Mrs. Elmer Walston Thursday.
desirable foe the mature adult.
Martha, who previously served
must serve 4 years in the Navy train highly selected young men The Seybert's were on their way as reporter for two years, is now
upon graduation from college.
for naval careers.
• to Rockford where they formerly assistant feature editor. Her extra
The winner may take almost
cirricular activities include her
The Navy College Aptitude Test operated a restaurant.
any course which will help the which is usually given in DecemMr. and Mrs. Henry West, Miss position as twirler on the major5th ...
54.00
navy in some way.
Marell
Onof
Hazel, Kentucky; ette team.
ber is designed to measure an inPint ..
$2.50
SOPree
This scholarship is a fine one dividual's ability to succeed in Mrs. Robert Shanon and daughter
Lynn is the exchange editor this
Pint
$1.30
and would be worth looking into. college work.
of Memphis, Tennessee; Mr. and year, after having been on the
The
AMYTC
and
ROTC
A selection committee, consist- Mrs. Charlie Scott and children of staff in various positions for two
scholarships are. practically the ing of three members, study the Columbus, Kentuckyi
.
and Mr. and years. He, too, was one of the top
408 Lake Phones 70-428 of information in the field in scores made along with recom- Mrs. Neil Rushton and children five finalists in the conservation
mendations and then select those visited , ,Mr. and Mrs. Archie essey contest both last year and
who are eligible for the NROTC Rushton Sunday afternoon.
this year.
Also Available in 5Mr- and Mrs, Carl Phillips spent
! scholarships. The committee is
Mary, who was just placed on
Year Bottled In Bond
1 made up of one senior officer of Sunday with her mother Mrs.
this year, has done exthe
staff
Fifth - $4.75
Pints the Naval Service, one prominent Ruthie Moore and with her sisceptional work as a reporter. She
$2.95
Half Pints educator and one prominent civil- ter Mrs. Malcolm Shelton and
in GA, YWA,_
very
active
also
is
$1.50
family in Crutchfield, Kentucky.
ian.
church work.
Mr. and Mrs. Elmer Walston and other
Many boys each year, pass the
To be eiestea to the Quill and
Aptitude test and the rigid phy- visited Mr. and Mrs. Porter Lewis
Scroll, one must do outstanding
sical examination but are turned Sunday afternoon.
so 4,1 so Proof fltralTht Rearbon WhIsley 4 Team Old
There will be services Sunday work on some high school publidown because of the limited quota
morning at 11 A. M. at the Old cation and must maintain a B
HIRAM WALKER & SONS, NC., PEORIA ILL.
I selected.
The nearest place to take this Bethel Primitive Baptist Church. standing. After meeting these retest is in Paducah, at Paducah Elder James Thetford of Greenfield. Tennessee is the Pastor.
Junior College.
same as the NROTC scholarships Everyone is invited.
Mrs. Lorene Presley is visiting
except in different branches of
her daughters Mrs. Otis Young,
the service.
Mrs. Gilson Dean and family in
East St. Louis, Illinois.
ACT Program

Choosing A College

BROWDER'S
40%
SUPPLEMENT

Quill and Scroll Holds Election;
Chooses Four Additional Members

Browder Milling Co.

41.

Hiram Walker Quality
In A Rich, True
Bourbon

GERIATRIC
capsules

CITY DRUG CO.

Space to Spare
for summer clothes now

ALL OUR WINTER
THINGS ARE SAFELY
STORED WITH

OK-Parisian
Neveksbefore such an amazing
eonseenience at such a low, low
price! Pack all the garments
yorTan into a big roomy box
width we sutiply. We store
everjahing in insured safety
until you call for them again.
Then back they come, every
garment thoroughly dry cleaned. perfectly pressed and on its
own hanger.

The American College Test is
given twice each year. February
25 and April 22.
This examination is often required in order to enter a college.
The basic test covers four areas
averaging 45 minutes each in
length. These four tests represent
the fields of English, math, social studies, and natural sciences
The English anti mathematics
are designed for placing students
in the proper classes so that they
may have success.
The ACT test is an admission.
scholarship guidance and placement test.
There are three places near
VHS in which the test will be
given: Paducah Junior College,
Kentucky;
Mayfield
Paducah,
High School, Mayfield, Kentucky;
Murray College, Murray, Kentucky.
If you wish to take this test,

00,

STAHR RETURNS TO BENCH
Circuit Judge Elvis J. Stahr has
returned to the bench after a
three-month's absence due to a
heart attack. He served as head
of special court in Hickman last
week and is now at the April term
of Ballard Circuit Court.

Dewey Johnson
AU types of Inseranee

SAVE ! GET our
PACKAGE DEAL
'Coverts' everything"
Phone 40$

Fungal. KY•

422 Lake St.

ALL THIS FOR
ONLY $305
plus usual cleaning costa
STORE NOW . . PAY NEXT
FAI.L

IDAF

forgetit!

call for service today.
WE CLEAN. GLAZE AND
STORE FURS.

Be SPEASific...Always Ask for

SPEAS
APPLE CIDER or DISTILLED

OK- PARISIAN
Laundry And Cleaners, Inc.
Phone 130
East State Line

The way Falcon can stretch a gallon of gas is remarkable!
Witness Falcon's record-breaking performance in the
recent Mobilgas Economy Run. There, a '61 Falcon with
standard shift delivered more miles per gallon than any
other 6- or 8-cylinder car in Ote f5-year history of the Run
...averaging a phenomenal 32.6 miles per gallon!
And you'll save up to $606 when you buy Falcon because it's the lowest-priced t 6-passenger car made in the
U.S.A. Test-drive a Falcon at your Ford Dealer's today!

Mason on • camoorl•on of mannfochormi
Mon* prirm for deluxe
•,,OoMMI
•d0Or sod.. ertt, radio. hoe.. automatic
tronsons•lon
temoarron
of fmnunicturom.
the*. on •
•noommi•A refoll deny...roe n,Iofl Oolux• elm
and •Mn• •10••••11 Moo ooffonal S orb. co•I

VINEGARS

VARDEN GOULDER MOTOR COMPANY

FULLY AGED—MELLOW

PHONE 4
FULTON, KY.
LAKE STREET. EXTENDED
If You're Interested in an (A-1) Used C ar—Be Sure to See Your Ford Dealer

CLASSIFIED ADS
Pioneer Barker, Clinton saws.
used, good trade in, reNew and'
pair work guaranteed Easy Terms.
CharlesCreed's Shop. Phone 2362
Hickman.
THE PRETTIEST ASSORTMENT
of mens sport shirts in MAYFIELD are to be seen at The
Edwards Store.
MAKE YOUR OWN signs! Decal
letters and numbers, all sizes from
34" to 4" for boat licenses and
names Bakiridge's, Fulton.

RENT - - - -

Hospital beds
Baby beds
Vacuum Cleaners
Floor polishers
WADE FURN. CO.
Fulton. Ky.
Phone 103

DEATHS

• W.D. Merryman
. W. D. Merryman, former Fulton

WARD'S
MUSIC SHOP
RCA and Magnavox
TV and Hi-Fl

MAN WANTED to supply Rawleigh Products to consumers in
Fulton Co. or City of Fulton. hour.
Good time to start. Write RawTV ANTEhrsit.S: we install—
leigh's, Dept. KYD-1071-28, Freetrade- -repair and move. Get
port, Ill. Or See: Bill Johnson.
our prices. We service all makes
Box 352, Russell Springs.
TV. Phone 307. P.oper Television

WE

.i

1, 25c roll an
rubber base paint WALLPAPER spo
wallpaper, up at Exchange Furniture Corn
and
F change Furni- pany, Fulton.
Fulton.
FOR REN a. Flom sanding ma
chine and electric floor polish
PATCHING DRIVEWAYS and
er and electric vacuum clean
parking lots with cold mix asphalt.
era. Exchange Furniture C
Phone 01.- 3-3871; J. B. Bailey,
Clinton, Ky.
NEW 9xI2 linoleum ruge—a fe '
-Furnitui
left at $5.69. Exchange
1
WOMAN WHO CAN DRIVE .
Company, Phone 35.
If you would enjoy working 3 or
4 hours a day calling regularly
each month on a group of Studio
Girl Cosmetic clients on a route
to be established in and around
Fulton, and are willing to make
light deliveries, etc., write to
COSMETICS,
GIRL
STUDIO
Dept. WN-16, Glendale, California.
Union Cl
Route will pay up to $3.50 per Phone TU 50404

TOUGH-COAT
for sheetrock
$4.45 gallon at
ture Company,

FREE PARKING !

LAKE STREET
LIQUOR STORE
Across 'Prom
Coca-Cola Plant
Drive-In-Service
Package Ice

resident, died of a heart attack
at 1:30 p. m. April 15 at his home
in Nashville.
He leaves his wife, Mrs Jose-

POLITICAL
ANNOUNCEMENTS

DON'T MOVE WITHOUT
CALLING cowscr

but with one of our Lowthree
payment plan
AUTOMOBILE POLICIES.
We can be at your side
Immediately
Our Ad:hider Carries Rh
Check Book!

555 FULTON, KY.
CHapel 7-1833
MAYFIELD, KY.

--,

Wick Smith Agency

GILLUM

24 Hour Service
Phone 62 — Nights 169

TRANSFER CO.

sons, William Covington of Gary,
Ind., Leo Covington of St. Louis;
two brothers, Cleve Covington,
Fulton, Bryant Covington of Union
City and several grandchildren
and great grandchildren.
Funeral services were held at
10:30 a. m. April 18 at the Whitnel Funeral Home chapel with
Rev. Warren Jones officiating.
Burial was in Fairview cemetery.
Active pallbearers were: Sherill
Demons,
Wallace
Bondurant,
James Bondurant, Kenneth Boutton, E. J. Johnson and Albert
Roach.

Mrs. Eran Bashart

The News is authorized to anwilliam copehrj Jr.Mrs. Eran Dotson Bushart, 61,
nounce the candidacy of the folrgol, al widow of Jesse Bushart, died April
lowing for public office subject to
16 at 6 o'clock at the Jones Hos(Complete stock)
the Democratic Primary Tuesday,
Wayne Copeland, Jr., pital. She was stricken at the
William
Good selection of record May 23, 1961:
month old son of Mr. and C & E Cafe on Depot street Satthree
on LP and 45 rpm
Mrs. William W. Copeland, Sr.,
Mail orders—Snecial orders FOR COUNTY JUDGE died at 11 a. m. April 16 at the to the Jones hospital.
C. N. Holland
Fulton hospital, following a short
Survivors include three sisters,
John C. Bondurant
illness.
When It s
Mrs. Ivey Hall of Hickman, and
Besides his parents, he leaves
Roxie Provow of Hickman, and
FOR SHERIFF
Real Estate in Fulton
his grandparents, Mr. and Mrs. Mrs.
Elsie Lusk of Indianapolis,
— see —
Joe Cashpbell
Clarence Copeland of Fulton; Mrs.
Teruel Davie
Kathleen Huddle of Chicago and ind•
CHARLES W.BURROW
Funeral services were held
John Rose
Verbal Puckett of Fulton.
Rhone 61
Ktil Walnut
April 17 at 2:30 p. m. at the West
Services were held at 3 p. m.
Baptist
Church in Hickman. Rev.
c'arm Loans
For State Representative April 17 at the Riceville Methodist Lowell Wright
officiated.
Conventional Loans
Church with Rev. Keith Smith ofHoyt Barnett
Burial by Barrett Funeral Home
ficiating. Burial was in Greenlee
Robert Lee Bolin
FHA Loans
of Hickman was in the city cemecemetery.
Jennings Bryan Keierby
tery.
—The very best selection of real
Home had
Whitnel Funeral
estate for sale at all times I
For County Attorney
charge of arrangements.
lames Amberx
Dee McNeill

TROUBLE ?
We can't keep you out of it.
lont

phine Gourley Merryman; a deeghter, Mrs. Robert Whitaell of
Oceanside, Calif., three sons, Jack
Merryman of Nashville, Bobby
Merryman of Little Rock, Ark,
and Billy Merryman of Ponca
City, Okla., three granddaughters
and three grandsons.
Interment was in Memorial
Gardens at 10 30, April 18 with
graveside services by Rev. W. 0.
Beard, pastor of the First Christian Church.
Active pallbearers were: Lonnie
Roper, 0. M. Johnson, Garland
Merryman, A M. Davis, Joe Holland and Robert Holland.
Hornbeak Funeral Home was in
charge of arrangements.

FLOWERS

For County Court Clerk

For Every Occasion

Doe lemxford
Kathryn Lanneen
Mrs. Scott (Billie) DeMyer

HALLMARK groMINg Oar&
UT= 'Persoesallsor

sausages

Scott's Floral Shoppe
Fulham
?bens 26-.1
NITES and SUNDAYS' PHONE
20-R or 247

For Tax Commissioner
John Croce
Elmer Murchison

FOR JAILER
Raymond Minton
M. E. (Red) Garrison
Roland Harrison

FOR MAGISTRATE

NOW'S THE TIME FOR
THE

DOUGHNUT Bill
With Thanks To The Courier Journal

(District Number 2)
Hubert Wilkins
Harold Hampton
Ray Mom
INVITATION TO BIDDERS
The Fulton County Fiscal Court
will accept bids on the following:
Six and eight-cylinder half-ton
cab,
pickup trucks: standard
standard body; six-ply tires with
rear; overload
mud-grips on
springs, heater, turn signal light;
straight shift.
Six and eight-cylinder trucks
with gravel beds, hoist, heater,
4 tires.
/
turn signal lights, 81
Six and eight-cylinder trucks,
two-ton, with dump, heater, turn
signal lights, US tires, stake bed.
Bids to be accepted on April 25
at 10 o'clock a. m. at the County
Judge's office in Hickman, Ky.
The Court reserves the right to
reject any and all bids.

Mrs. Sammie Easley
Mrs. Sammie Easley, former
resident of the Crutchfield community, died April 14 at 4 p. m.
at the home of her daughter in
Akron, Ohio. She had made her
home in Akron, for the past ten
yearsSurvivors include a son, Cecil
Easley of Fulton; a daughter, Mrs.
Claude Howell of Akron; two
grandchildren, Mrs. Monroe Wilkerson of Fulton and Frederick
Easley of Detroit; • sister, Mrs.
Jennie Phillis of Detroit.
Funeral services were held at
the Hornbesk Funeral Home at 2
p. m. April 18 Rev Commodore
Brann officiated. Burial was in
Rock Springs cemetery.
Active pallbearers were: Cletus
Binford, Neal Little, George Bin
and Roy
ford. Gus Braham
Nethery.

Ulysses Grail Harris

Ulysses Grant Harris, 76, passed away at his home in the
Chestnut Glade Community April
18 at 12:00 noon.
Survivors include his wife, Mrs.
Pearl Harris, three brothers, Sank
Harris, Burch Harris, and Buck
Harris alt of Martin Route 3:
three sisters, Mrs. Flossie Taylor
and Mrs. Everett Terrell both of

Martin Route 3; Mrs. Mack
Brown, McConnell; five step sons
and one step-daughter and eleven
grandchildren.
Funeral services were held April
19 at the Jackson Brothers Funeral Home In Dukedom at 2:30.
Bro. T. A. Duncan officiated.
Burial was in Mt. Moriah Cemetery.

Miss Lela L. Hickman
Funeral services for Miss Lula
Lorine Hickman will be held today
(Thursday) at the Chapel Hill
Methodist Church at 2:00 p. m.
Rev. Dave Hilliard, pastor, will
officiate and burial will be in the
church cemetery.
Miss Hickman passed away at
her residence on Fulton Route 2,
April Id at 3:15 P. M.
She was born December ^O. 1898
in Obion County, the daughter of
Joel Francis and Edna Hughlett
Hickman. She was a member of
the Chapel Hili Methodist Church.
Survivors include one brother
William P. Hickman of Fulton
Route 2, four nephews and several cousins.
Friends may call at the Whitrwl
Funeral Home until the hour of
the funeral.
e

BOOK SOY BEANS
Take the gamble out of the WY
been army; buy QUALITY Used
—Clark—Other hour et

SOUTHERN STATES
Fulton Co-OperaUve
Central Avenue: South Fulton

"THAT'S RIGHT,
11 NO BITE!"

m
$IAS

William' N.Covington
MELLOW-MACH

tone
Yellows
The Greatest American Whiskey
Centatty Straight Piourtam ao a leo Proof 5oitiao-111 Bond
• •
ILLS& SWILLS SY YIU.CAYSTONS DISTKILMY CO, 1000010

over?"

es.

We at The Fulton News and Radio Station WFUL believe in
the doughnut bit. We believe business will be as good as we make
it. And we are by no means alone in this belief. From our close
association with hundreds of Ken-Tenn Area firms, we know
many who right now are keeping their eyes on the doughnut.
This kind of success convinces us: Offer a good value and promote it and customers will respond. We Suggest that you offer
that product on

RADIO STATION WFUL
1270 ON YOUR AM DIAL

FULTON, KY.

EXCHANGE
Furniture Company

FOr(

The Right

the "1
•

GROUND BEEF 3 LBS. .... $ 1.

CLEANEST

buy it at

Rem
revive
nacle
alive
('burr
unite
sade 1
held
ginnin

8: to 8: MONDAY THRO THURSDAY
8: to 9: FRIDAY AND SATURDAY

BEST

I SED FURNITURE

J

To Limit

For The

and

Businessmen called them Office Hangers. And there's one we'd
like to see on office walls today. We mean the doughnut bit:
"Keep your eye upon the doughnut, brother, and not upon the
hole."

•

•

The
by thi
a phil
aids i

We Reserve

Payroll Checks

ssurrAG

Remember those little proverbs that used to hang on nearly every
office wall? You were sure to see "We do not need to change the
work week as much as some of the weak work." Or "If you
haven't the time to do it right, when will you find lime to do it
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WASHERS. standar°
sad automatic models, $18995
and up. Sales and service
Bennett Electric, Piscine 201.
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William Noah Covington, 73,
Fulton County farmer, died at his
home Fulton. Route 4, April 16
He was born in Obion County,
Tenn , September 27, 1887 and
was married to Miss Martha Klotz
in 1911
Besides his wife, he leaves two
daughters. Mrs. Dee Ferguson.
Route 2. Fulton. Mrs. Raymond
Bondurant, Route 4, Martin; three
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Fresh, Meaty

I Swift's Premium

Lb. 49c
Lb. 29c WEINERS
HaflairZfelBiscuits FREE""Swift's Reelfoot Bologna Lb. 29c
rC
!
LINK SAUSAGE Lb. 49c Value Brand Bacon lb. 39c
SPARE RIBS

Look What A Dime Will guy at PIGGLY WIGGLY

Boaz & Robbins

Great Northern Beans, Bush 300 can
Navy Beans, Bush 300 can
Painting and paperhanging
October Beans. Bush 300 can
contractors
Calif. baby butterbeans, Bush
—.. .— — — ......
300 can __
Visit our store at
style beans. Bush 300
Mexican
316 Commercial Ave
Red Beans, Bush 300 can
Benj. Moore Paints
Blackeye peas, Bush 300 can
Wallpaper
Phone 1610
, Mustard Greens, Bush No 2 can
,, Turnip Greens, Bush No. 2 can
White Hominy, Bush 300 can
Golden Hominy, Bush 300 can
Chopped Kraut. Bush No. 1 can
Shredded Kraut, Bush No. I can
Pork & Beans, Bush 300 can
General wiring and appliance
Red Bird Vienna Sausage
repairing
Sardines
Flat
PHONE 2192
Kelly's Potted Meat
East State Line
,
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